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EXECUTIVE SUMMAR Y

In the Warsaw Pact the primary function of Soviet militar y
doctrine is to prevent Bulgaria, Hungary, East Germany, Poland ,
and Czechoslovakia from adopting military doctrines of territorial defense similar to those of Romania and Yugoslavia . Th e
Soviets use their military doctrine as the basis for all join t
Pact activities which prevent members of the Pact from acquirin g
the capability to wage a war of territorial defense . The mos t
important of these activities is the system of joint militar y
exercises .
The military-political axioms shared by the armed forces o f
the Soviet Union and the five loyal East European members of th e
WTO require a theory of military art that eschews 'reliance o n
one's own forces' and facilitates multi-lateral intervention i n
each other's territory in joint defense of the gains of socialis m
against internal and external enemies . This paper suggest s
that in the joint exercises the Soviets drill the armies of th e
Pact for nuclear offense against the West in order to render the m
incapable of conventional defense against the East . It furthe r
suggests that in the joint exercises the Soviets also prepar e
East European conventional forces for massive multilateral interventions in the member states of the alliance .
The aspects of th e system of joint exercises which suppor t
this analysis are : 1) the pattern of location of the exercises in which the armed forces of individual Pact member s
participate ; 2) the pattern of assigning command of the join t
exercises ; 3) the practice of offensive actions, includin g
nuclear actions, which rule out preparation for territoria l
defense ; 4) the nature of the organization of staff work fo r
the exercises ; 5) the assignment of individual missions in th e
exercises to multi-national combined arms groupings of forces ;
6) the impact of the joint exercises on the nature of the military training programs of individual Pact members ; 7) the impact on the careers of East European officers of the comman d
structure of the exercises and of the military-education syste m
that prepares East European officers for WTO exercises ; an d
This paper is an interim report of research being conducte d
on the Warsaw Pact under an ongoing contract with the Nationa l
Council for Soviet and East European Research . The Final Repor t
of research will be submitted upon completion at a later date .
The author requests that comments concerning the interim repor t
be forwarded to him at the Russian Research Center, Harvar d
University, 1737 Cambridge Street, Cambridge, Mass . 02138 .

8) the nature of the political activities that take plac e
during joint exercises .
The paper contains, appended at Table 1, a listing of 7 1
major WTO exercises in the period 1961-79, by a considerabl e
margin the most complete listing available in open sources .
Other tables summarize participation of the forces of the GDR ,
Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria in WTO groun d
forces/combined arms exercises ; WTO exercises of anti-aircraf t
troops, air forces, navies, and rear services ; and East Europea n
and Soviet commanders of WTO exercises, all for the perio d
1961-79 .
Soviet theorists claim that the military-political component is the more decisive component of military doctrine . I n
the case of the Warsaw Pact, this claim is completely justified .
For the five loyal East European members of the Warsaw Treat y
Organization (WTO) the prerequisite for accepting the Sovie t
conceptions of military art, troop training, military economics ,
and the organization of a national defense system is acceptanc e
of a common set of military-political axioms . For Yugoslavi a
and Romania, the theoretical basis for rejection of the military-technical component of Soviet doctrine is rejection o f
the military-political component of Soviet doctrine and th e
diplomatic policies linked to it .
The principal threat to the axiom of joint defense of th e
gains of socialism against internal and external enemies is th e
challenge posed by the military doctrines of Yugoslavia an d
Romania . These doctrines are standing invitations to the defense ministries of East Europe to adopt strategies of territorial defense also . The Yugoslavs and the Romanians bot h
reject the theory and practice of the principal military technical components of Soviet doctrine in favor of doctrine s
of territorial defense . Both states assume that the likely aggressor will use conventional rather than nuclear weapons . Th e
military art (strategy, operations, and tactics) of each o f
these two states addresses the problem of ensuring the surviva l
of national military forces and national political leadershi p
in the event of occupation of either country by an enemy forc e
estimated at 750,000-1,250,000 soldiers . As a Pact member ,
Romania has been much more cautious than Yugoslavia in condemning military blocs . But the Romanians have firmly rejecte d
Soviet military-political axioms concerning aggressive imperialist designs on Romania .
On the other hand, Soviet theorists have chosen not t o
attack Yugoslav and Romanian military doctrines by name .
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Instead, they have contended themselves with vociferous denunciations of Maoist military doctrine as unsuitable for smal l
socialist countries . The Soviets use their military-politica l
axioms to justify Soviet domination of all aspects of join t
Pact activity, including the system of joint military exercises .
In elaborating on the axioms pertinent to the system of WT O
exercises, Soviet theorists demonstrate a distinct preferenc e
for vague enemies : imperialism, reaction, forces opposed t o
socialism and peace . These hostile forces are not confined t o
Europe or even to capitalist states ; they constitute a world wide threat to socialism and, Soviet analysts hasten to poin t
out, are invariably organized in a coalition .
Pact and Western sources agree that the larger WTO exercises often simulate the use of nuclear weapons in combat .
If Pact or Western sources provided more detailed informatio n
about the specific kinds of weapons used in WTO exercises an d
the kinds of actions practiced, it might be possible to deter mine if the WTO exercises trained soldiers only for offensiv e
actions and mainly for nuclear offense, as required by th e
published Soviet treatises on military art . Pact source s
usually do not make clear whether the actions conducted i n
joint exercises are offensive or defensive in character . The y
rarely mention the conduct of extensive defensive actions, bu t
they occasionally discuss the conduct of extensive offensiv e
actions in response to a NATO attack .
Evidence concernin g
other aspects of Pact exercises suggest that even if WTO exercises do practice defense using conventional weapons, the y
nonetheless rule out the practice of the synchronized defens e
of national territory by national service branches under nationa l
command .
In conclusion : The organization of both the military an d
political aspects of the WTO exercises are directed at justifying WTO policies which pre-empt the development of Eas t
European capabilities for territorial defense, and at preparin g
Soviet and East European forces militarily and politically fo r
intervention in East Europe . Soviet military doctrine serve s
not as the inspiration but the justification for the join t
Warsaw Pact exercises . In turn, the exercises provide th e
Soviets with the means to enforce comformity to the military political and military-technical components of Soviet doctrine .

Soviet Military Doctrine and Warsaw Pact Exercises *
by
Christopher Jone s

In the Warsaw Pact the primary function of Soviet military doctrin e
is to prevent Bulgaria, Hungary, East Germany, Poland and Czechoslovaki a
from adopting military doctrines of territorial defense similar to thos e
of Romania and Yugoslavia . The Soviets use their military doctrine as th e
basis for all joint Pact activities which prevent members of the Pac t
from acquiring the capability to wage a war of territorial defense . Th e
most important of these activities is the system of joint military exercises .
Soviet military doctrine has two mutually-dependent components :
the military-political and the military-technical . Soviet theorists claim
that the military-political component is the more decisive in the formulation of military doctrine . The military-technical component consists o f
four principal subcategories : the theory of military art ; the theory o f
troop training ; the theory of military economics ; and the theory o f
voennoe stroitel ' stvo, which is best translated as the theory of th e
organization of a national defense system .
The theory of military art consists of three sub-theories : thos e
of strategy, operations and tactics . A theory of strategy is a specifi c
set cf views for planning and conducting a particular war by one suprem e
headquarters . A theory of operations is a

*
This paper is based upon study written for the National Counci l
for Soviet and East European Research .
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specific set of views on the organization of combined

arms actions in a give n

theater of a particular war . A theory of tactics is a set of views on how
best to use a particular type of troops (tank, signal, etc .) in a specifi c
theater . A theory of troop training is a specific set of views on how t o
train military personnel for the specific tactics and operations necessary
to pursue a particular strategic objective . A theory of military economic s
is a specific set of views on what kinds of weapons can be produced for

a

specific war and how best to organize their production on both the nationa l
and alliance levels . A theory of the organization of a national defense syste m
encompasses the specific organization of a national defense ministry an d
national service branches, the territorial disposition and administration o f
military units, the organization of conscription and military training, an d
the mobilization of the civilian population for auxiliary military services . 1
The Yugoslavs and the Romanians both reject the theory and practice o f
the principal military-technical components of Soviet doctrine in favor o f
doctrines of territorial defense . Both states assume that the likely aggresso r
will use conventional rather than nuclear weapons . The military art (strategy, operations and tactics) of each of these two states addresses the problem of ensuring the survival of national military forces and national politica l
leadership in the event of occupation of either country by an enemy forc e
estimated at 750,000-1,250,000 soldiers . The troop training of each countr y
emphasizes the training of regular and para-military forces for " people ' s
war" actions adapted to the special conditions of each country . The military economic policies of Yugoslavia and Romania emphasize domestic production o f
small and medium-sized arms and limited purchase of Western and Chines e
weapons, transport and reconnaissance equipment . Romania and Yugoslavia jointly
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produce a jet interceptor outfitted with British engines . The organizatio n
of the national defense system of each country is designed to maintain durin g
an occupation the continuity of national political authority over civilians an d
to

supply

civilians with economic, medical and other necessities . 2

According to the Yugoslavs, the formulation of postwar Yugoslav doctrin e
on territorial defense began in 1958 . 3

The Romanians developed their post -

war territorial defense system sometime between 1958, when Soviet troops with drew from Romania, and 1968, when President Ceausescu mobilized the syste m
the day after the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia . The available evidenc e
suggests that the critical years in the development of Romania ' s territoria l
4
defense system were the late 1950 ' s and early 1960 ' s .

A former Polis h

intelligence officer who emigrated to the West has written that in the lat e
1950 ' s General Zygmunt Dusynski headed a group of high-ranking Polish officers who unsuccessfully attempted to draw up plans for establishing withi n
the Warsaw Pact "a separate, compact, well-defined

' Polish Front ' , intende d

as an exclusive theater of operations for the Polish armed forces . . . . "

5

According to this account, Dusynski ' s plans called for the formulation o f
a specifica11y Polish military doctrine, a Polish national defense system an d
an independent Polish armament industry . 6

In the late 1950 ' s the East Germa n

defence ministry faced the task of developing a national military doctrin e
for the newly-formed (1956) National People ' s Army . At the same time the pro Soviet remnants of the Hungarian officer corps

..were in need of a Hungaria n

military doctrine predicated on participation in the Warsaw Pact, rather tha n
on Imre Nagy ' s policy of withdrawal .
To borrow a Soviet expression, perhaps it is not altogether accidenta l
that in the late 1950 ' s when one or more EastEuropean states was developing a
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national military doctrine of territorial defense, the Soviets also bega n
a major reformulation of military doctrine .7 There may also be a connectio n
between the appearance of Marshall V . D . Sokolovskii ' s Military Strategy in
1962 and the introduction of the Warsaw Pact ' s system of multi-lateral exercises .
The first of these took place in late 1961 ; four more took place in 1962 .
Sokolovskii ' s text specifically called for the incorporation of EastEuropea n
forces in joint theater actions under Soviet command 8 and insisted that th e
next war fought in Europe would be a nuclear war which would require th e
development of a new military art . 9

Other authoritative Soviet texts poin t

out directly that there is a connection between formulating Soviet militar y
doctrine and
.10 maintaining Soviet militar yalinces
Soviet •theorists claim that the military-political component is th e
more decisive component of military doctrine . In the case of the Warsaw Pact ,
this claim is completely justified . For the five loyal East European member s
of the Warsaw Treaty Organization (WTO) the prerequisite for accepting th e
Soviet conceptions of military art, troop training, military economics an d
the organization of a national defense system is acceptance of a common se t
of military-political axioms . For Yugoslavia and Romania, the theoretica l
basis for rejection of the military-technical component of Soviet doctrin e
is rejection of the military-political component of Soviet doctrine and th e
diplomatic policies linked to it .
Soviet theorists have produced a voluminous literature which trace s
the WTO ' s military-political axioms back to Lenin . These axioms form a
circular Maginot line in which each axiom is defined as a basic element o f
the others : joint defense of the gains of socialism in each fraternal countr y
against external and internal enemies ; proletarian internationalism ; socialist
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internationalism ; defense of the socialist fatherland ; the Marxist-Leninis t
teaching on war and military affairs ; the Marxist-Leninist conception of th e
necessity of the military-political unity of the armed forces of the socialis t
states ; the concept of the "combat confederation " of the armed forces of th e
11
socialist states ; the concept of joint defense of socialism and peace .
The Soviets use their military-political axioms to justify Sovie t
domination of all aspects of joint Pact activity, including the system of join t
military exercises . In elaborating on the axioms pertinent to the syste m
of WTO exercises, Soviet theorists demonstrate a distinct preference fo r
vague enemies : imperialism, reaction, forces opposed to socialism and peace .
These hostile forces are not confined to Europe or even to capitalist states ;
they constitute a world-wide threat to socialism and, Soviet analysts haste n
to point out, are invariably organized in a coalition . The threat posed b y
this hostile coalition has led Maj . General Samoilenko to a conclusion share d
by all his Soviet colleagues : "The military unity of the socialist state s
is a vital necessity because a new world war, if the enemies of peace an d
socialism unleash it, will be a coalition war .

„1 2

The Soviets have not maintained a monopoly on this military-politica l
axiom . According to General of the Army A .A . Epishev, Chief of the Mai n
Political Administration of the Soviet Armed Forces, "The military doctrine s
of the socialist confederation proceed from the fact that it is possible t o
prevent a new world war only by the joint efforts of the fraternal socialis t
13
countries ."
Despite Epishev ' s claim, the military doctrines of two Eas t
European socialist states do not proceed from the Soviet assumption of ho w
to prevent a new world war . The Yugoslav government has maintained since th e
formation of the Warsaw Pact that the greatest threat to world peace comes
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from the competition between the military coalitions headed by the US an d
the USSR . One spokesman for this view, Maj . General Dusan Dozet, wrote i n
1970 :
"This state of ' peace armed to the teeth ' , the balancing on th e
edge of peace or war, does not, of course, eliminate the dange r
of direct confrontation between the superpowers . . . .
" It is precisely this state . . .that conceals the greatest dange r
to small and medium-sized countries, both those states outsid e
the blocs and those inside . . . .
"The small and medium-sized countries are the lasting objects o f
intensive pressure, intervention and aggression, this applyin g
equally to non-aligned and bloc-aligned countries .
"They are not in a position to achieve security in a bloc mechanis m
or under its protection .
14
"Security can be achieved only by relying on their own forces . . . ."
As a Pact member, Romania has been much more cautious than Yugoslavi a
in condemning military blocs . But the Romanians have firmly rejected Sovie t
military-political axioms concerning aggressive imperialist designs on Romania .
Ce ausescu has also stated repeatedly that Romania will respond to aggressio n
by NATO only according to the provisions of the Warsaw Treaty and the provisions of Romania ' s bi-lateral treaties with WTO states . (Each of thes e
treaties leaves it to Romania to decide what form of assistance Romania wil l
provide if another WTO member is attacked .)15 When the Soviets presse d
Ceausescu at the November, 19 7 8 meeting of the Political Consultativ e
Committee of the WTO to agree to higher levels of military spending and tighter integration of the WTO command structure, Ceausescu refused . 16

In seekin g

endorsement from the Romanian Central Committee for his decision, Ceausesc u
politica l
reaffirmed, albeit somewhat nervously, his rejection of Soviet military/axiom s
and his endorsement of Titoist military-political policies . According to the
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English translation of his address to the Central Committee provided by th e
Romanian news agency, Ceausescu declared ,
" . . .in the case of an aggression in Europe against a country i n
the membership of the Warsaw Pact, we will fulfill our obliga tions taken under the Pact and also under the bilateral pact s
of mutual assistance, according to the respective provisions .
"Naturally, we declare and will do everything for the militar y
pacts--both the NATO and the Warsaw Pact--to be abolished th e
soonest since we are firmly convinced that it is not the military pacts that ensure the independence, sovereignty and peace ,
but on the contrary, they only maintain the state of tension .
" . . .But, why not say it, our relations with all the neighborin g
countries, with the states in this part of Europe are very good . . .
countries like Greece and Turkey are not concerned with intensifying the arming . . . .So why should we choose such a way? . . .
"Practically speaking, we have good relations with all countries o f
Europe--I mean those not in the Warsaw Pact . We have good relations with all NATO member countries and even very good relation s
with some of them . " 1 7
Soviet military-political theorists insist that the socialist confederation has taken up arms only as a last resort because the forces of imperialis m
have consistently rejected Soviet proposals for general and complete disarmament .
They also insist that no small or medium-sized state can stand alone agains t
the hostile coalition of imperialist forces because such states lack th e
economic resources necessary to fend off the imperialist armies preparin g
for nuclear war . 18

Soviet theorists proceed from their discussion of th e

imperialist threat to argue that socialist armies exist not only to defen d
socialism against its external enemies but against its internal enemies a s
well . Colonel Timorin writes that the internal function of a socialist arm y
has three aspects : 1) as a psychological deterrent against anti-socialis t
forces ; 2) as a back-up for internal security forces ; 3) as a combat forc e
"in those cases when the opposition of the enemies of socialism within a
country acquire significant scale, intensity, duration and sharpness (a
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counterrevolutionary uprising, mutiny, banditry, the unleashing of civi l
war) . "19
The Soviet volume on the WTO edited by the late Marshall Iakubovskii ,
former Commander of the Pact, points out that in executing its internal functions a socialist army will not have to rely on its own forces but can coun t
on fraternal assistance from other socialist armies . The Iakubovskii tex t
declares that one of the missions of the WTO is "joint defense of the gain s
of socialism in each fraternal country when these gains are threatened b y
danger from internal or external reaction ." 20

This volume specifically cite s

Soviet actions in Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968 as examples o f
such fraternal assistance 21 as do virtua11y all other detailed Soviet discussions of the principle of joint defense of the gains of socialism . Th e
Chief of the Main Political Administration of the Soviet Armed Forces ha s
identified the principle of joint defense of the gains of socialism as " a
law of history ." 2 2
The principal threat to the axiom of joint defense of the gains o f
socialism against internal and external enemies is the challenge posed b y
the military doctrines of Yugoslavia and Romania . These doctrines are standing invitations to the defense ministries of East Europe to adopt strategie s
of territorial defense . In April of 1968 the commandant of the Gottwal d
Military-Political Academy in Prague and several of his subordinates jointl y
drafted a 100-page memorandum outlining three possible defense postures fo r
Czechoslovakia outside the Warsaw Pact . One was disarmament in conjunctio n
with a general European disarmament ; another was alliance with other smal l
socialist states in central Europe ; the third option was territorial defense . 23
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Within one month of the drafting of the "Gottwald Memorandum," Soviet troop s
entered Czechoslovakia on WTO manuevers . After the intervention of August 21 ,
the Gottwald Academy was closed down for several years and the officer s
responsible for the "Memorandum " were cashiered .
Soviet theorists have chosen not to attack Yugoslav and Romania n
military doctrines by name . Instead, they have contented themselves wit h
vociferous denunciations of Maoist military doctrine as unsuitable for smal l
socialist countries . 24

In its denunciation of territorial defense as a Maois t

heresy, the Soviet volume on the WTO edited by Marshall Iakubovskii specificall y
calls attention to the function of common military-political axioms as th e
basis for the Pact ' s adoption of common views on military art, troop training ,
military economics and the organization of

national defense systems :

"Marxist-Leninists categorically reject the position of those wh o
assert that each socialist country should rely only on its own
forces in the organization of its defense .
"Karl Marx himself affirmed that ' a negative attitude toward fraternal alliance, which must exist among the workers of differen t
countries and must persuade them to stand side by side in thei r
struggle for liberation, should be met with a common assault o n
such separate efforts . '
"Therefore, the Maoist preaching of ' reliance on on e ' s own force s '
is a theory which has the objective of breaking the unity an d
solidarity of the socialist countries .
" The principle of unity is not a temporary one deriving only fro m
membership in the Warsaw Treaty Organization .
"It is a constantly-functionin g principle characteristic for all round cooperation of the countries of the socialist confederatio n
and having a firm military-strategic base--the commonality of goal s
and tasks in the securing of the armed defense of socialism an d
peace
by the collective efforts of the fraternal peoples an d
armed forces .
"All of the allied countries decide together the questions of th e
strengthening of their defense, being guided in this way by commo n
criteria in the question of the organization of national defense

- 1 0systems and the training of their national armed forces and by a
common Marxist-Leninist understanding of the manifestations an d
processes of military affairs and of the laws and regularitie s
of war and of the principles of military art .
"For relations among the allied armies there are characteristicall y
united views on the propositions of operational art and tactics ,
of the military use of service branches and types of troops withi n
a service branch and on the conduct of a joint policy in the are a
of the standardization of the basic types of weapons and technology . "2 5

The Soviets do not depend on the intrinsic logic of their military political axioms to persuade Est European defense ministries to accep t
these axioms and their military-technical correlaries . The Soviets depen d
on the force of the bi-lateral treaties and party programs into which thes e
axioms have been written . Reincarnated as articles of international treatie s
and sections of party programs, the military-political axioms of Sovie t
doctrine are binding on the officers of five East European WTO countries i n
26
their capacities as state officials and party members .

The System of Joint Warsaw Pact Exercise s
The military-political axioms shared by the armed forces of the Sovie t
Union and the five loyal East European members of the WTO require a theor y
of military art that eschews

' reliance on one ' s own forces ' and facilitate s

multi-lateral intervention in each other ' s territory in joint defense o f
the gains of socialism against internal and external enemies . The publishe d
Soviet discussions of the strategy, operations and tactics of waging a wa r
in Europe offer such a theory of military art . Analysts of these Soviet discussions have documented an emphasis on the offensive use of very larg e
conventional forces capable of waging a limited nuclear war with Sovie t
nuclear weapons . 27

The available evidence indicates that the published Soviet
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discussions of the conduct of large-scale offensive actions using Sovie t
nuclear weapons serves as the basis of the military art (strategy, operations and tactics) practiced in the joint WTO exercises .

This paper suggest s

that in the joint exercises the Soviets drill the armies of the Pact fo r
nuclear offense against the West in order to render them incapable of convention al defense against the East . It further suggests that in the joint exercise s
the Soviets also prepare East European conventional forces for massive multi lateral interventions in the member states of the alliance .
The aspects of the system of joint exercises which support thi s
analysis are : 1) the pattern of location of the exercises in which the arme d
forces of individual Pact members participate ; 2) the pattern of assignin g
command of the joint exercises ; 3) the practice of offensive actions, includin g
nuclear actions, which rule out preparation for territorial defense ; 4) th e
nature of the organization of staff work for the exercises ; 5) the assignmen t
of individual missions in the exercises to multi-national combined arm s
groupings of forces ; 6) the impact of the joint exercises on the nature o f
the military training programs of individual Pact members ; 7) the impact o n
the careers of East European officers of the command structure of th e
exercises and of the military-education system that prepares East Europea n
officers for WTO exercises ; and 8) the nature of the political activitie s
that take place during joint exercises .
This analysis does not deny the potential role of Pact exercises i n
preparing WTO armies for war with NATO : it only says that preparation fo r
war with NATO is not the primary purpose of Pact exercises . This analysi s
does not deny that Soviet force groups in East Europe practice the conduc t
of offensive nuclear war against NATO ; it only implies that such practice
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is intended for an exclusively Soviet offensive .
The Warsaw Pact system of frequent and large-scale joint manuever s
on both a multi-lateral basis and bi-lateral (Soviet-East European) basi s
began in the 'Buria' exercise of October-November, 1961 under Marshall A .A .
Grechko . Grechko assumed his duties as WTO Commander-in-Chief in July, 196 0
after having served as Commander of the Soviet Ground Forces (1957-60) an d
Commander of the Group of Soviet Forces in Germany (1953-57) . Accordin g
to the volume on the WTO edited by the next Pact commander, Marshall Iakubovskii, joint tactical exercises had taken place before 1961

28 but this pape r

can identify only such two exercises, both bi-lateral . In August, 1957 Sovie t
and East German troops conducted a joint exercise 29 while Grechko was stil l
the Soviet commander in Germany . From July 18-August 8, 1958 the Soviet ai r
force and the Bulgarian ground forces, air force, and navy conducted a join t
exercise in Bulgaria under the command of Soviet Air Marshall N .S . Skripko,

30

Grechko expanded the scope of WTO exercises from the tactical leve l
to the operational and strategic levels . According to the U .S . Air Forc e
translation of the Soviet s ' Dictionary of Basic Military Terms,

a tactica l

exercise can involve a battalion, regiment, division or corps and may in 31
clude combined arms actions .

Tactical exercises practice tactics, whic h

the Soviet dictionary (in the American translation) defines as
laws of combat

" objectiv e

32
Each service and branch has its own tactics . "

Thi s

dictionary defines operational art as "the theory and practice of preparin g
for and conducting combined and independent operations by major field formations or major formations of the Services . "

An action at the operationa l

level is an "operational-strategic maneuver " which the Soviet dictionar y
defines as "an organized movement of large groupings of major field force s
of the armed forces within theaters of military operations for the purpose
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of creating the most advantageous grouping of men and equipment for th e
completion of assigned missions ."

33

The Soviet dictionary defines a

"strategic maneuver " as an action designed "to secure the rapid and complet e
4
destruction of major enemy groupings . "3
By developing a system of bi-lateral and multi-lateral exercises a t
the tactical, operational and strategic levels Marshall Grechko transforme d
the military organizations and military capabilities of the five East Europea n
armies that were permanently drawn into the system of joint exercises . Sovie t
and East European sources readily identify the system of joint exercises a s
the central focus of Pact activities but they are erratic in providing information about the number and nature of the joint exercises . Graham Turbiville ,
a former U .S . army intelligence officer , published in a journal of the U .S .
Army a list of 36 major WTO exercises in the period from 1961-1977, but care fully disclaimed that his list was complete . 35

My paper, drawing on Turbi -

ville's list and a combing of Soviet and East European materials, present s
a list of 71 major WTO exercises for the period from 1961-79 . This list o f
71 is probably

short of the true total of the larger tactical, operationa l

and strategic level exercises and the high-level command staff exercises .
But even if the Soviets supplied a complete listing of the more important WT O
exercises, it might still not give an accurate picture of the extent of th e
activities that take place under the system of joint exercises . Both Sovie t
and East European sources suggest that the number of lower-level tactica l
exercises and of lower-level joint staff exercises without the participatio n
of troops is greater than the number of large-scale tactical, operationa l
36
and strategic maneuvers and high-level con-nand staff exercises .
The Helsinki accords of 1975 required both NATO and the WTO to report
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only those exercises involving more than 25,000 troops and encouraged th e
invitation of observers . Whatever the intentions of those who drafted th e
sections on confidence-building measures, the actual effect is that th e
Soviets have probably reduced the size of most tactical and operational strategic exercises to a figure below 25,000 and have sharply reduced th e
publication of all information on the system of joint exercises . Informatio n
on the system of joint exercises is for all practical purposes limited to th e
period from 1961 to 1974 . Most of this information comes from the period afte r
the appointment of Marshall Iakubovskii as Pact Commander in the spring o f
1967 . During 1967 Pact sources reported six large-scale joint exercises ;
for 1968, seven ; for 1969, eleven ; for 1970, four, for 1971, six ; for 1972 ,
five ; for 1973, six ; and for 1974, six . But in 1975, the year of the Helsink i
agreement, the soviets reported no joint WTO exercises ; in 1976, two ; in 1977 ,
one ; in 1978, none ; and in 1979, two . If in fact the WTO has sharply reduce d
the number of joint exercises after 1975, then it has virtually ceased wha t
had been until 1975 the most important activity in the Warsaw Pact .

The Joint Exercises :

Patterns of Location and Patterns of Comman d

The system of joint exercises introduced by Marsha11 Grechko provide d
for the periodic re-entry of Soviet and other WTO troops into the territorie s
of the three countries where Soviet troops were not stationed in 1961 :
Czechoslovakia, Romania and Bulgaria . As a reciprocal gesture, Grechko' s
program invited the armed forces of Czechoslovakia, Romania and Bulgaria t o
participate in joint exercises on the territory of other WTO states, including ,
37
in at least two cases, multi-lateral exercises on the territory of the USSR .
In 1962 the WTO held exercises in Czechoslovakia and Romania and also held a n

- 15 exercise in Hungary in which Romanian troops participated . The differen t
histories of Soviet-Czechoslovak relations and Soviet-Romanian relations afte r
1962 correspond closely to the different decisions taken by these two Eas t
European states on continued participation in WTO exercises .
The periodic WTO maneuvers in Czechoslovakia established a Sovie t
capability for rapid and massive occupation of Czechoslovak soil whil e
simultaneously pre-empting the possibility of the development of a Czechoslovak system of territorial defense . According to Turbiville ' s list, th e
September, 1962 exercise in Czechoslovakia of Czechoslovak, Soviet and Polis h
troops was followed in June of 1964 by another exercise in Czechoslovakia .
The June 1964 exercise involved participation of Czechoslovak, Soviet an d
East German troops . Krasnaia Zvezda reported exercises in Czechoslovakia fro m
July 7-15, 1964 (which Turbiville does not) involving the command staffs o f
Soviet and Czechoslovak troops . The Czechoslovak Minister of Defense ,Bohmir
Lomsky conducted the exercise in the presence of the Chief of the WTO Staff ,
P .I . Batov of the Soviet army, and of V .A . Sudets, Commander of the Sovie t
38
Anti-Aircraft Troops .
In 1966, in the presence of Marshall Grechko, General Lomsky commande d
Czechoslovak, Soviet, East German and Hungarian forces in the Vltava exercise s
in Czechoslovakia . This exercise involved more than 20 organs of administration, large formations and special units, including airborne troops . Accordin g
to Krasnaia Zvezda, the materiel used in this exercise could have formed

a

single column 850 kilometers long, 39 a distance greater than the length o f
Czechoslovakia from east to west . As an operational exercise, Vltava serve d
as preparation for even larger operational exercises in 1968 .
During the Prague spring the system of WTO exercises provided Sovie t
forces with quick and convenient access to Czechoslovak territory . On May 29,
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1968 a plenum of the Czechoslovak Central Committee o p ened at which the loos e
coalition of "progressives " more or less united around Dubcek proposed a
resolution calling for the convocation of an extraordinary party congres s
two years ahead of schedule in order to elect a new central committee at th e
congress . If they could pass the resolution, the progressives hoped tha t
they would be able to name a majority of the delegates to the congress . Wit h
Soviet backing, the "conservatives " surprised the progressives by voting fo r
the resolution, which easily obtained a majority . 40

The next day Sovie t

airborne troops landed at the Prague airport and Soviet troops from the grou p
of Soviet forces in Germany crossed into Bohemia . Startled Czechs called th e
Ministry of Defense to find out what had happened . Eventually Defense Minister
Martin Dzur informed the press that Warsaw Pact maneuvers had just begun .
A spokesman for the Ministry later explained that even the participants i n
the May 30 exercises had not been informed until the last moment so that th e
exercises would be " as close as possible to reality ." 41
Soviet officers on maneuvers

At least one of th e

took time off to address a group of members o f

the Czechoslovak party . According to a liberal Czech journal, he told the m
that if "anti-socialist forces" threatened their country,

" the honest Commun-

ists" had only to ask and they would have at their disposal "the entir e
Soviet army . "42

If a Soviet officer did make such an offer, he would onl y

have been carrying out the obligations required by the military-politica l
axioms of the WTO states .
Pravda ' s coverage of the May plenum gave the impression of a debat e
that the conservatives dominated . One adopted resolution called for actio n
43
against an alleged rightist danger .
During the Husak era, the spokesme n
for the conservatives publicly stated that the May plenum had called for a n
offensive against the rightist danger in order to bring the conservatives
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victory at the elections in late June and early July to choose delegates t o
44
the extraordinary party congress scheduled for September 9 .

A Pravd a

editorial of July 19,1968 admitted that attempt to use the elections to de feat the progressives had backfired :
"The facts have shown that the offensive proclaimed by th e
May plenum of the Czechoslovak Communist Party Centra l
Committee against the rightist, anti-socialist forces wa s
not supported either ideologically, politically or organizationally ;
5
" it simply did not take place . . . ." 4
However, the offensive proclaimed by the May plenum was supported b y
the combat confederation of the armed forces of the Warsaw Pact . From Jun e
20-30 the Soviet troops in Czechoslovakia conducted a joint exercise wit h
an d
Czechoslovak troops and with Polish, GDR,/Hungarian and Soviet troops wh o
maneuvered on their home territories . Marshall Iakubovskii conducted these force s
in the "Shumava " exercise, which involved more than 30 organs of administration ,
including communications and logistics forces and special troops assigned t o
mark highways and other access routes . 46

After the "conservatives " in th e

Czechoslovak party suffered a sharp setback in the contest for selection o f
delegates to the party congress, the Soviets issued repeated demands that th e
Czechoslovak Presidium meet with the Soviet leadership to discuss threats to th e
gains of socialism in Czechoslovakia .
After failing to get the Czechoslovak Presidium to attend a bi-latera l
meeting, Brezhnev assembled his East European allies in Warsaw on July 14 .
The five fraternal parties wrote the "Warsaw Letter " addressed to the Centra l
Committee (not the Presidium) of the Czechoslovak party for the purpose o f
rallying the conservatives in the Central Committee to postpone the congres s
and purge the progressives on the Presidium . Noting that the Presidium o f
the Czechoslovak party had failed to respond to Brezhnev ' s request for a

-18meeting, the five warned the Central Committee members about the growin g
threats of "imperialism " and "reaction," the two enemies identified by th e
military-political axioms of the WTO . The five also warned ,
"The forces of reaction . . .abusing the slogan of 'democratization ' , unleashed a campaign against the Czechoslova k
Communist Party and its honest and devoted cadres, with th e
clear intention of liquidating the party ' s leading role ,
undermining the socialist system and pitting Czechoslovaki a
against other socialist countries .
Grim as the situation was, the authors of the Warsaw Letter had not give n
up hope :
"We know that there are forces in Czechoslovakia that ar e
capable of upholding the socialist system and defeating th e
anti-socialist elements . . . .
"The tasks today are to give these healthy forces a clea r
perspective, rally them to action and mobilize them agains t
the forces of counterrevolution . . . ."4 8
From Mosco w ' perspective, the healthy forces should not be discourage d
by a mere electoral defeat . As the Pravda editorial of July 19 observed ,
"Needless to say, the forces of socialism in Czechoslovakia, objectivel y
measured, are far greater than those now striking at the revolutionary gain s
of the Czechoslovak people ." 49

At this time, the Soviet troo p s which ha d

participated in the'Shumava'exercise were still on Czechoslovak soil .
Dubcek finally gave in and agreed to form an ad-hoc delegation of th e
Czechoslovak leadership drawn partly from the Presidium and partly from th e
Central Committee to meet with the Soviet Politburo on July 29 in the Slova k
town of Cierna . On

July 24 General S .S . Mariakhin, Commander of the Rea r

Services of the Soviet Armed Forces began conducting

" Neman," a massive logistic -

al exercise . On July 31, after the conclusion of the Cierna talks,

Krasnai a

Zvezda revealed that the "Neman " exercises had been shifted to Poland and Eas t
Germany under Mariakhin's command . These exercises ended August 9 with the
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establishment of a joint Soviet-Polish-East German headquarters .

Two day s

later General S .M . Shtemenko began directing an exercise of communication s
troops in the West Ukraine, Poland and East Germany . The exercise ende d
August 20 . 51

General Shtemenko had been named Chief of the WTO Staff o n

August 5 . A British analyst reported that an exercise of Soviet and Hungaria n
communications troops took place in Hungary during August 17-20 . 52

On th e

night of August 20-21 the armed forces of the Soviet Union, East Germany ,
Poland, Hungary and Bulgaria occupied Czechoslovakia .

53

The Soviet justification for the intervention drew upon the military political axioms shared by the loyal WTO armies . According to Pravda, th e
fraternal armies had responded to a request from a group of party and stat e
leaders for military assistance .

" The reason for this appeal," Pravda ex-

plained,
is the threat posed to the socialist system existing i n
Czechoslovakia and the constitutionally-established stat e
system by counterrevolutionary forces that have entere d
into collusion with external forces hostile to socialism . "
In 1962 Romania, like Czechoslovakia, agreed to the conduct of join t
WTO exercises on its territory . As in most of the larger WTO exercises, th e
55
as i n
host Defense Minister commanded the exercise, but in this exercise
all Pact exercises , 56 central WTO agencies did the planning for the maneuver s ,
Marshall Grechko attended the October 19, 1962 exercise as did defens e
ministers from several WTO members and other high-ranking East European an d
Soviet military officers . Unidentified forces from Romania, the Soviet Unio n
and Bulgaria participated under the command of General Salajian of Romania .
Judging by the fact that all the political activities of the exercise s
(parades, speeches, meetings, etc .) were held in the Romanian port of Constanta ,
it is possible that some naval forces participated in the exercises . According

-20to the translations of the classified journal Voennaia Mysl ' released t o
the public by the Central Intelligence Agency, General Salajin also commanded an exercise of Romanian, Soviet and Bulgarian forces in Romania sometim e
during the fall of 1963 . 5 7
After the 1963 exercises, Romania never again permitted WTO manuever s
on Romanian soil, although it has sent to other WTO exercises personnel who m
the Romanians have described as observers and the Soviets have described a s
participants . The Romanians have agreed on at least two occasions and probabl y
three, to have Soviet and Bulgarian officers sit in a map room of the Romania n
Defense Ministry and conduct with Romanian officers what both sides hav e
described on two occasions as " command-staff map manuevers . "5

8

It might be possible to understand Romania ' s refusal to permit continued WTO exercises on Romanian soil if the exercises of 1962 and 1963 wer e
similar to those held in 1964 and 1967 in Bulgaria, another Pact state withou t
a Soviet garrison which also happened to have a coast on the Black Sea an d
extensive mountain and forest areas .

Krasnaia Zvezda

claimed that Soviet ,

Bulgarian and Romanian forces participated in the 1964 exercise in Bulgaria ,
which included naval and airborne landings . 59

A Soviet-Bulgarian text, whic h

claims that Romania joined the Soviets and Bulgarians in the 1967 Rodop y
exercise in Bulgaria, reports that during this exercise ground forces, ai r
forces, naval forces and airborne troops conducted "a defensive battle fo r
the seizure of the sea coast and also for the conduct of actions in mountain s
and forest areas ." 60

If the 1962 and 1963 exercises in Romania also include d
an d
naval and airborne landings for the defensive seizure of the sea coast/mountai n
and forest areas, it is possible that the Romanians concluded that WT O
exercises on their territory were not intended primarily as preparation fo r
battles with NATO .

- 21 The Soviet-Bulgarian discussion of the Rodopy exercise revealed a styl e
of organization which, if practiced in exercises on Romanian soil, might hav e
pre-empted Romania ' s ability to determine the capabilities of Romanian forces .
According to this study ,
"For raising the effectiveness of the administration of troops i n
the [Rodopy] exercises there were mutual exchanges of groups an d
representatives among units and formations of various countries .
"This method of work was widely practiced : Bulgarian and Sovie t
officers [note the omission of any reference to Romanian officers ]
jointly worked out documents or participated in practical measures .
"As a result, the operational capabilities of staffs [i .e ., th e
capabilities of staffs to organize movements of major field formations] was raised and the possibility was achieved of broadly an d
openly exchanging opinions in the questions decided ." 6 1
There are common patterns of the location of exercises and assignmen t
of command in the WTO ground forces,combined arms exercises of the armed force s
of the German Democratic Republic (GDR), Poland and Hungary, the three state s
in which Soviet garrisons were stationed prior to the introduction of the syste m
of joint exercises . These patterns recur in the exercises of the Czechoslova k
armed forces after the establishment in 1968 of the Soviet Central Force Grou p
in Czechoslovakia . (See tables 1

to

9

.)

Documentation of these pattern s

is based on information from my list of 71 exercises .
For each of the national armed forces of the GDR, Poland and Hungary i n
the period from 1961-79 about one third of the ground forces combined arms exercise s
in which they participated were conducted exclusively on their own territory . Fo r
each of the national armed forces of these three states about one third of th e
ground/forces arms exercises in which they participated were conducted entirel y
on foreign soil . The remainder of the exercises were conducted jointly on hom e
and foreign territory . This pattern of the location of ground forces/combined arm s
exercises reduces the opportunity for national defense ministries to develop
capability for the conduct of a war in defense of national territory .

a

21 . 1

For each of the national armed forces of the GDR, Poland an d
Hungary in the period from 1961-79 at the very most only one-thir d
of the WTO ground forces/combined arms exercises in which the y
participated were exercises in which the national armed forces wer e
commanded by their own officers . At least two-thirds of the groun d
forces/combined arms exercises of any one of these national arme d
forces took place under the command of a foreign officer, both o n
home territory and on foreign soil . This pattern of the assignmen t
of command reduces the possibility that the officers of a given stat e
will acquire the experience necessary to conduct combined arms action s
in defense of their national territory .
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This pattern also accustoms national military forces to accept command s
from foreign officers .
The armed forces of the GDR participated in at least 27 ground forces /
2
combined arms exercises in the period from 1961-79 and probably many more . 6
Of these 27, seven took place exclusively on German soil ; nine were hel d
completely outside the GDR ; and 11 took place jointly on the territory o f
East Germany

or Poland or Czechoslovakia . Of these 27 exercises, command -

ers can be identified for 22 . Of these 22 exercises, three had East Germa n
commanders . Of the 19 foreign commanders, 12 were Soviet officers .
The armed forces of Poland participated in at least 25 ground forces /
combined arms exercises in the period from 1961-69, and probably more . 63

Of

these 25, seven were conducted entirely in Poland ; seven were held completel y
outside Poland ; and 11 were conducted jointly on the territory of Poland an d
the territory of the GDR or Czechoslovakia . Of these 25 exercises, commanders can be identified for 21 . Of these 21 exercises, six

had Polish command -

ers . Of the fifteen foreign commanders, 10 were Soviet officers .
The same patterns appear in the ground forces/combined arms exercise s
in which Hungary participated in the period from 1961 to 1979, althoug h
Hungary did not really begin to participate in the system of WTO exercise s
until 1966 . The exercise of 1962 was probably held in order to invite Romanian troops to Hungary in return for the Romanian invitation to Soviet an d
Bulgarian troops to participate in the exercises of 1962 . Another peculiarity of Hungary ' s participation in the joint exercises is that no large multi lateral exercise took place in Hungary until 1979 . 64

In the period from 1961 -

79 the armed forces of Hungary participated in at least 18 ground forces /
combined arms exercises, and probably more . 65

Of these 18, seven wer e

conducted exclusively in Hungary ; seven were conducted entirely outside
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Hungary ; and four took place jointly on Hungarian and Czechoslovak territory . Of these eighteen exercises, commanders can be identified for onl y
10 .

Of these 10 exercises, two had Hungarian commanders . Of the eigh t

foreign commanders, five were Soviet officers .
The pattern of the participation of the Czechoslovak armed force s
in ground forces/combined arms exercises for the period from 1961-79 deviate s
from the GDR, Polish and Hungarian patterns because of the high frequency o f
WTO manuevers on Czechoslovak soil from 1961-68, before the establishmen t
of the Central Force Group . But for the period from 1969-79, the patterns o f
exercises of the Czechoslovak armed forces conform to the patterns of th e
exercises of the GDR, Polish and Hungarian armed forces . For the period 1961 79, the armed forces of Czechoslovakia participated in at least 25 groun d
66
forces/combined arms exercises and probably more .
Of these 25, nine too k
place exclusively in Czechoslovakia ; six were held on foreign soil ; and 1 0
were conducted jointly on the territory of Czechoslovakia and of the GDR o r
Poland or Hungary . For the period 1961-79, commmanders can be identified fo r
18 of the 25 exercises . Of these 18 exercises, five had Czechoslovak commanders . Of the 13 foreign commanders, six

were Soviet officers .

For the period 1969-79, the armed forces of Czechoslovakia participate d
in at least 16 ground forces/combined arms exercises and probably more . O f
these 16, five were conducted exclusively in Czechoslovakia ; four took plac e
completely outside Czechoslovakia and seven were conducted jointly on th e
territory of Czechoslovakia and of Hungary or the GDR or Poland . Commander s
can be identified for 11 of these 16 exercises . Of these 11 exercises, thre e
had Czechoslovak commanders . Of the eight foreign commanders during thi s
period after the 1968 invasion, only two were Soviet commanders .

- 24 The pattern of Bulgaria ' s participation in joint ground forces /
combined arms exercises deviates from the patterns of the GDR, Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia (after 1968), because there is no Soviet garriso n
in Bulgaria and because Romania, the only WTO state on which Bulgaria borders ,
refuses to allow exercises held jointly on territory of Bulgaria and Romania .
For the period from 1961-79 the armed forces of Bulgaria participated in fou r
ground forces/combined arms exercises held exclusively i nBulgari,e
exercises conducted completely outside Bulgaria and one logistics exercis e
67
which the Soviets claim was held jointly on Bulgarian and Romanian soil .
Of these 14 exercises, commanders can be identified for 12 . Of these 1 2
exercises, three had Bulgarian commanders . Of the nine foreign commanders ,
five were Soviet officers .
The Iakubovskii text on the WTO says that joint WTO exercises regularl y
take place among the Pact anti-aircraft troops, air forces, navies and specia l
troops . 68

Pact sources reveal very little about such exercises . For th e

17 that can be documented, (see Table No . 7) commanders can be identified fo r
15 . Of these, 14 were Soviet officers, either the WTO Commander-in-Chief, th e
WTO Chief of Staff or the Commanders of the Soviet Anti-Aircraft Troops, th e
Soviet Air Force, the Soviet Navy or the Soviet Rear Services . Because Sovie t
sources occasionally identify the commander of the Soviet Anti-Aircraft Troop s
as ex officio commander of the WTO anti-aircraft troops, it is possible tha t
the commanders of the other Soviet service branches serve as

ex officio command-

ers of the non-ground forces service branches of the WTO . 69

In any case ,

the pattern of the assignment of command in WTO exercises suggests that th e
rea r
anti-aircraft troops, air forces, navies and/services of the loyal Warsaw Pac t
states do not have an opportunity to practice the support of thei r
th e
sister national service branches in the defense of national territory .
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Other Aspects of WTO Exercises : Offense and Nuclear Weapons ; Planning and
Conduct of Staff Work ; Assignment of Missions to Multi-National Groupings ;
Impact on the Training Programs of National Armed Forces ; Impact on th e
Careers of East European Officer s
Pact and Western sources agree that the larger WTO exercises ofte n
simulate the use of nuclear weapons in combat . 70

If Pact or Western source s

provided more detailed information about the specific kinds of weapons use d
in WTO exercises and the kinds of actions practiced it might be possible t o
determine if the WTO exercises trained soldiers only for offensive action s
and mainly for nuclear offense, as required by the published Soviet treatise s
on military art . Pact sources usually do not make clear whether the action s
conducted in joint exercises are offensive or defensive in character . The y
rarely mention the conduct of extensive defensive actions, but they occasion ally discuss the conduct of extensive offensive actions in response to a NAT O
attack . 71

Evidence concerning other aspects of Pact exercises suggest tha t

even if WTO exercises do practice defense using conventional weapons, the y
nonetheless rule out the practice of the synchronized defense of nationa l
territory by national service branches under national command .
One of these aspects is the organization of staff work for the exercises . Of the

49 WTO exercises from 1961-79 for which commanders can b e

identified, 21 had East European commanders . (See Table No . 8

But eve n

though East European officers have regularly commanded WTO exercises, the y
do not appear to have obtained the major responsibilities for planning th e
exercises . Their principal functions appear to be those of demonstratin g
regular national command of national armed forces and of accustoming othe r
Pact armies to the principle of foreign command while sparing these armie s
maneuvering under the command o f
the humiliation of/foreign officers drawn only from tbe Soviet armed forces .
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WTO communiques invariably describe Pact exercises as being conducted no t
according to the plan of the national defense ministry of the commander o f
the exercise but "according to the plan of the United Command" or "accordin g
to the plan of the United Armed Forces " or "according to the training progra m
of the United Armed Forces . "

The Iakubovskii text on the WTO says that th e

Staff of the United Armed Forces (UAF) has the responsibility for

" plannin g

and conduct of joint maneuvers, exercises and military games of divers e
scale--from the operational-strategic exercises to troop exercises and exercise s
of special troops . "72

(In Soviet usage, " special troops " include engineering ,

chemical, radio-technical, railway construction, road construction and auto motive troops .) A Soviet-Polish text echoes the Iakubovskii volume on th e
role of central Pact agencies in planning the exercises : " . . . .troop, naval ,
command-staff and special troop exercises, joint war games and maneuvers

ar e

regularly conducted according to the plan of the United Command of the arme d
73
forces of the Warsaw Pact members . "

in Soviet source s
There is no information available/ on who serves as chief of staff fo r
a given exercise . Nor is there any information as to whether exercise staff s
are assembled on an ad-hoc basis or are drawn from the WTO Staff . The Iakubovskii text says that the WTO Staff has participated in the conduct of fiv e
joint exercises

and that the WTO Staff is multi-national in composition . 7 4

Whenever Krasnaia Zvezda has mentioned the staff of a particular WTO exercise ,
75
it points out that the staff is multi-national .
In any case, there is n o
possibility that national general staffs are charged with the exclusiv e
preparation or conduct of joint WTO exercises at any level .
The limited information available on the composition of the force s
participating in the joint exercises sug g ests that missions are not assigned
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exclusively to the armed forces of one state but are always shared by unit s
drawn from the military forces of at least two states . Official communique s
alway s
almost/state that the purpose of a given exercise was to improve the inter action of the allied forces (rather than to prepare separate national arme d
forces for distinct missions) . Pact discussions of the WTO often make th e
same point . 76

In its discussion of the 1965 October Storm exercise th e

Iakubovskii text said that one of the purposes of the exercise was to chec k
"capabilities for organizing interaction in coalition groupings ." 77

Thi s

volume also noted in its discussion of the 1969 Oder Neisse exercise, whic h
at the tim e
it identified as/the largest WTO exercise ever held, "In all stages ther e
was widely carried out interaction and mutual aid among the sub-units an d
units of the allied armies in carrying out common tasks ." 78

According t o

the U .S . Air Force translation of the Soviet Dictionary of Basic Militar y
Terms a Soviet " unit " can be a grouping no bigger than a regiment and ofte n
smaller . This text identifies a Soviet

" sub-unit " as either a battalion ,

79
battery, company, platoon or squadron .
During the Oder-Neisse exercises Krasnaia Zvezda mentioned a join t
action carried out by East German armored forces, Czechoslovak airborne troop s
and Polish and Soviet air forces ; it also mentioned a joint action by nava l
infantry from the USSR, Poland and East Germany .80 During the Brotherhoo d
in Arms exercise of 1970 the Soviet army newspaper discussed a joint actio n
81
executed by a German tank company and a Soviet tank company .
In a discus sion of the Shield 72 exercises in Czechoslovakia, a joint Soviet-Czechoslova k
study reported an action in which Hungarian artillery began shelling an enem y
position after which unspecified Polish and Czechoslovak forces fough t
" shoulder to shoulder" while being supported by Soviet mechanized infantry .
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When the enemy brought up reserves, Soviet tank, artillery and air force s
went into action and annihilated the enemy .82 The mutual dependence o f
WTO armed forces on each other in carrying out missions in joint

exercises ,

or, probably more accurately, the dependence of East European armies o n
Soviet forces, may be characteristic of even low-level tactical exercises .
According to a Czechoslovak officer writing in Krasnia Zvezda, in a low-leve l
tactical exercise of troops from the Central Force Group and the Czechoslova k
army, two Czechoslovak officers declared that they could not have complete d
83
their mission "were it not for the aid of Soviet officers ."
Pact sources make clear that there is a close connection between th e
system of joint exercises and the system of training the armed forces o f
the five loyal WTO members . The joint exercises serve as an evaluation o f
the results of troop training in a given year and as the basis for plannin g
the training programs of the following year . The Iakubovskii text declare s
that "according to the results of the exercises theoretical conclusions ar e
reached and practical recommendations are made for introduction into th e
practice of troop training .

„8 4

In 1963 Pact officers began meeting annually to review the exercise s
of the summer and fall and to plan training programs and exercises for th e
coming year . 85

After the creation of the Military Council of the Warsaw Pac t

in 1969, these sessions have been held jointly with sessions of the Militar y
Council . The Iakubovskii text says that these joint sessions examine the results of combat and operational training for the preceding year and pla n
86
the training and exercise programs for the coming year .
The Chairman of the Military Council is the WTO Commander-in-Chief ;
its members are all his Soviet deputies 87 and his East European deputies,
including a Romanian officer . The Iakubovskii volume notes that th e
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recommendations of the Military Council have only a " consultative " characte r
but that "as a rule " WTO members abide by the recommendations . 88

Thi s

arrangement probably suits the Soviets and the Romanians equally well : th e
Soviets can avoid Romanian vetos and the Romanians can ignore the recommendations that as a rule are carried out by the other members of the Pact . Th e
Chairman of the Military Council does not rely only on his East Europea n
deputies to carry out the recommendations of the Council . He also relie s
on a group of senior Soviet officers whoserve as his liaison representative s
to the armed forces of each member state . 89

According to th eIakubovsi

study, one of the tasks of these liaison officers is "to give aid to th e
national commands in the training of troops . . . "90 According to Colonel Semin ,
a Soviet journalist specializing on the WTO ,
"Troop contingents assigned to the United Armed Forces dail y
carry out combat and political training according to the plan s
of the national commands, but the working out of the basi c
questions of the joint actions of these troops is carried ou t
according to the plans of the United Command ." 9 1
Linking the organization of the Pact training programs to the join t
exercise system enables the Soviets to control the training programs of th e
national armed forces assigned to the Warsaw Pact . The training program s
in turn determine the capabilities of these national armed forces for specifi c
kinds of military actions . The link between the WTO exercises and the WT O
training programs is not a purely fortuitous result of the introduction o f
the system of joint exercises by Marshall Grechko . The theory of troop training and the theory of military art (strategy, operations and tactics) are bot h
sub-theories of the military-technical component of the military doctrine s
of the Warsaw Pact states . The five loyal East European members of the Pac t
have found that to embrace one sub-theory of Soviet doctrine for the conduct

-30 of the joint exercises is to be embraced by the other sub-theories .
The system of Warsaw Pact exercises affords Soviet officers th e
opportunity to evaluate the East European officers participating in th e
exercises . The Soviets may use such evaluations as one device for ensurin g
officer s
that national defense ministries will promote only those/who have demonstrate d
in the joint exercises loyalty to the military-political and military technical concepts on which the Warsaw Pact is based . The opportunity fo r
Soviet officers to evaluate the performances of East European officers arise s
from the role of the WTO Commander-in-Chief and the UAF Staff in evaluatin g
the exercises . A 1973 diplomatic convention ratified by the five loya l
East European members of the Pact insures Soviet domination of the Staf f
and the other central agencies of the Pact . 92

The opportunity for Sovie t

evaluation of East European officers also arises from the fact that Sovie t
officers have directly commanded 28 of the

49 WTO exercises for whic h

commanders can be identified . (See Table No . 9

) .

Of these 28 Marshall '

Iakubovskii commanded 12 ; Gen . S .M . Shtemenko, former Chief of the WTO Staff ,
commanded three ; the heads of the Soviet Anti-Aircraft Troops, the Sovie t
Air Force and the Soviet Navy have together commanded a total of nine . Th e
present WTO Commander, Marshall V .G Kulikov, has been identified as th e
commander of only one exercise, but Kuliko v ' s low profile is almost certainl y
the result of the post-Helsinki hiatus in reporting Pact maneuvers .
WTO sources frequently identify the joint exercises as critica l
examinations of troo p s, commanders and staffs . According to the Iakubovski i
text, one of the purposes of the first multi-lateral WTO exercises, the 196 1
"Buria" maneuvers under Marshall Grechko, was "checking the preparation o f
operational staffs to carry out the administration of allied groupings o f
forces in the complex conditions of a combat situation ."93 Just prior to a
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WTO exercise of 1970, a Krasnaia Zvezda editorial noted, " The personne l
of the a11ied armies have come well-prepared to their autumn examination s
(and an exercise is always a rigorous examination) ." 94

Following the comple-

tion of this exercise, Krasnaia Zvezda quoted Marshall Iakubovskii as sayin g
" . .the exercises which have taken place were a serious examination for th e
fraternal armies and indicate . . . . the ski11s of commanders and staffs i n
9
resolving tasks in complex, swiftly-changing circumstances ." 5
A factor which may affect Soviet evaluations of the skills of Eas t
European commanders and staffs is the old-school tie . East European officer s
at the level of army captain have the option of pursuing the three-to-fou r
years of post-graduate education necessary for promotion to command responsibilities at either an East European military academy or a Soviet academy . 9 6
The subject of instruction at all East European and Soviet post-graduat e
military academies is "military doctrine" in its broad Soviet sense ; ofte n
it is almost entirely a study of Soviet texts on the sub-fields of militar y
doctrine . 97

Judging by the limited evidence available, the East Europea n

graduates of Soviet mid-career academies appear to do well in their subsequen t
careers . 98

Their successes may be due to one or more of the followin g

factors : the superior academic quality of Soviet military academies ; " old boy" friendships with Soviet officers in central WTO agencies ; the possibl e
existence of a "nomenklatura" system that for all practical purposes reserve s
certain East European commands for graduates of Soviet military academies .
According to a Western study, such a

" nomenklatura" system exists in th e

Soviet Armed Forces for the graduates of the Soviet mid-career academies . 9 9
The Voroshilov General Staff Academy in Moscow may have secured suc h
a monopoly on the training of East European officers for command and staff
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positions in the joint WTO exercises . The Voroshilov Academy accepts Sovie t
and East European colonels and generals who have completed mid-career academie s
and trains them for command responsibilities in defense ministries, genera l
staffs, service branches, military districts and naval fleets . According t o
a Soviet history of the Academy, "in response to the desire of the government s
of the socialist states . . . . the Soviet government organized the training an d
improvement of the leading command staff of the fraternal armies in th e
100
Academy of the General Staff ."

This volume also suggests that the Voroshi-

lov Academy alone is qualified to train WTO officers for the conduct of large scale exercises : "The designation of the Academy of the General Staff a s
the highest military-educational institution of the operational-strategi c
type determines the course of study and training of the generals and officer s
of the friendly socialist countries .

"101

This study notes'that in the 1961/6 2

academic year the Academy revised its program for foreign officers by placin g
them in a joint program with Soviet officers . 102

The revision of the program

of study for East European officers coincides with the introduction of th e
system of joint exercises . In a brief discussion of the achievements of Voroshilo v
graduates this text noted the prominent role of Voroshilov alumni in WT O
exercises . It also noted that Voroshilov graduates held "high posts" in thei r
national armed forces . For instance, in 1976, of the five East European state s
that send officers to the Voroshilov Academy, four had Voroshilov alumni as
10 3
defense ministers, and all five had Voroshilov graduates as chiefs of staff .
Krasnaia Zvezda ' s accounts of individual WTO exercises 104 often identif y
East European officers in the exercises who are alumni of Soviet academies .
Krasnaia Zvezda occasionally quotes them as saying that their Soviet education

-3 3 prepared them well for the exercises and as saying that

it is very usefu l

in the exercises to have a fluent command of Russian military terminology .
These accounts of the interactions of WTO officers in joint exercises ofte n
note the friendships of Soviet and East European alumni of Soviet academies .
Krasnaia Zvezda reported during the 1970 Brotherhood in Arms exercises i n
the GDR that Lt . Col . Wolfgang Chernig of the East Garman army was assigne d
to work with a group of Soviet officers among whom were graduates of an unidentified Soviet military academy in Leningrad where Chernig had also studied . Chernig told a Krasnaia Zvezda correspondent that both he and his wif e
had warm memories of their years in Leningrad . The correspondent reporte d
that Soviet officers had laughed after Chernig told Krasnaia Zvezda abou t
his wife ' s reaction to the news that her husband had been assigned to wor k
with Soviet officers during Brotherhood in Arms . According to the front pag e
story in Krasnaia Zvezda, Frau Chernig had begged her husband, "Take me wit h
you as your driver . I would really like to meet some Russians again ." 10 5

Political Activities in the Joint Exercise s
Judging by accounts in Krasnaia Zvezda, Warsaw Pact exercise s
anticipate a conflict in which a series of rapid, dispersed troop movement s
and tactical nuclear strikes will alternate with a series of political rallies ,
friendship meetings, concerts and visits to sites of historical and cultura l
interest . Soviet and East European sources pay far more attention to th e
military-political aspects of the joint exercises than they do to the military technical aspects . Western observers of Pact exercises either ignore th e
political aspects of Pact exercises

106

or mention them only in passing . 10 7

The primary purpose of the political activities in the joint exercises is

-34 legitimizing the military-political axioms of joint defense of the gains o f
socialism against external and internal enemies . In practice this means justify ing a system of military exercises which pre-empts national capabilities fo r
territorial defense and prepares Pact armies for intervention in each other' s
territories .
The themes of the political activities of the exercises come from th e
shared military-political axioms of the WTO and the military histories of eac h
alliance member jointly written by Soviet and East European military historians .
The military-historical literature of the Pact includes a 35-volume "Library o f
Victory " written by Soviet and East European authors . This series examines th e
joint struggle against fascism by the Soviet army and civilian and militar y
personnel from Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary and Yugoslavia .
The military-political literature of the WTO also includes several studies o f
the history of military cooperation between the Soviet Union and individua l
East European Pact members . 10 8
Pact sources began reporting political activities in the joint exercise s
in the fall of 1962 . 109

The publicity given to the political exercises of th e

1962 exercises coincides with the appointment in May of 1962 of A .A . Epishe v
as Chief of the Main Political Administration of the Soviet Armed Forces .
During General Epishe v ' s tenure in office the Soviet force groups in East Europe ,
the four western military districts of the USSR and the Soviet Black Sea an d
Baltic Sea Fleets have developed an extensive network of joint political activitie s
directed by the main political administrations of the Warsaw Pact states .
(Romania disbanded its main political administration in 1964 .) The Sovie t
forces involved in the conduct of joint political activities with the WTO arme d
politica l
forces probably constitute about half of all Soviet military personnel . - -The joint/
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among the multi-national personnel of the Soviet Armed Forces and among th e
multi-national personnel of the Warsaw Pact .
Some Western analysts have suggested that the officer corps of th e
Soviet Union objects to the existence of the political administration of th e
Soviet armed forces because this system impedes the development of Sovie t
military-technical capabilities . 110

Any Soviet officer with experience i n

the Soviet force groups in Europe, the Baltic or Black Sea Fleets or th e
four western military districts of the USSR probably finds that Soviet domination of the Warsaw Pact would not be possible in its present form withou t
the WTO network of political administrations dedicated to the strengthenin g
of proletarian internationalism and to the justification of the organizationa l
11 1
structures of the WTO .
General Epishev ' s background suggests that he was well-prepared t o
supervise the development of the military-political activities designed t o
safeguard Warsaw Pact forces from Romanian and Yugoslav military-politica l
conceptions of "reliance on one ' s own forces ." Before the Second World Wa r
he was in charge of the cadre department of a Soviet division and receive d
a mid-career degree from the Academy of Mechanization and Motorization .
During the war he served as a political officer with the Soviet forces tha t
liberated Poland and Czechoslovakia . After the war he served in the KGB an d
then worked in the Ukraine as a party secretary in charge of cadres . Fro m
1955-61 he served as Soviet ambassador to Romania . From 1961 to May of 196 2
11 2
he served as Soviet ambassador to Yugoslavia .
Col . Semin, a Soviet military journalist specializing on the WTO ,
presents the following outline of the conduct of political activities in

-36joint exercises : Representatives of the main political administrations o f
the participating armies form a united operational group . This group organize s
meetings among the fraternal troops, meetings of the soldiers with the loca l
population and plans programs of "agitation-propaganda" and "cultural enlightenment . "

This group also supervises a joint press center, a joint multi-lingua l

newspaper published during the exercises, joint multi-lingual radio broadcast s
11 3
for the participating soldiers and a joint cinematography group .

The fil m

group probably submits entries for the annual Warsaw Pact Film Festival, whic h
4
began in 1966 . 11
According to Col . Semin, the main political administration of the office r
under whose command the exercise is taking place

" as a rule " is responsible fo r

the formation of the united operational group which directs the politica l
11 5
activities of a given exercise .

According to the Iakubovskii text, the unite d

operational group has its representatives in the staff directing the exercis e
116
and in the political departments of the participating armed forces .

Col .

Semin notes, and Pact sources confirm, that the highest-ranking party, stat e
and military officials of the host country participate in political meeting s
with the soldiers and in joint meetings of soldiers and civilians i n
factories, farms and towns . When the fraternal soldiers meet, they discus s
ways of improving combat readiness and military mastery and their dedicatio n
to the principles of socialist internationalism . In addition to thei r
meetings with the local population, the WTO personnel also visit wa r
memorials and historical exhibits connected with the working-class movement of the host country . According to Col . Semin, the political-educatio n
activities "as a rule " take place during pauses in military actions .

" Whe n

the situation permits , " the joint operational group organizes joint discussion s
and seminars on " military-political and theoretical themes, " speeches by
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an d
propagandists,/the exchange of assemblies and of films . The meetings o f
soldiers and civilians often include performances

by choral and dance group s

and orchestras and also performances by artists participating in the exercises .

11 7
A joint Polish-Soviet study reports that during the Brotherhood i n

Arms exercises of 1970 in the GDR there were more than 40 meetings of allie d
military units, more than 200 political rallies involving soldiers and civilians and about 300 cultural programs . 118

According to a Soviet-Czechoslova k

volume, during an unidentified exercise between the Soviet Central Forc e
Group and the Czechoslovak Peopl e ' s Army there were five meetings of c omanders
and political officers, six meetings of outstanding enlisted military personnel, four large political rallies and 50 joint excursions . 119

Politica l

activities appear to take place even during low-level tactical exercises .
Krasnaia Zvezda reported in 1971 that after jointly laying a pontoon bridg e
across the Danube, Soviet and Hungarian soldiers advanced to a concert give n
by the orchestra of the staff of the Southern Force Group . 12 0
Krasnaia Zvezda gave particularly detailed coverage to the politica l
activities of the 1970 Brotherhood in Arms exercises, perhaps because, as th e
Soviet army newspaper noted, the fraternal armed forces were simultaneousl y
observing the 15th anniversary of the WTO, the 100th birthday of Lenin, th e
21st anniversary of the GDR and the 26th anniversary of the Czechoslova k
People ' s Army.121 Krasnaia Zvezda recounted the visit to a Soviet tank regiment of Erich Muchlenburg, a full member of the East German Politburo .
Muchlenburg gave a speech on the contribution of the exercises to the peac e
and security of the socialist confederation and then presented the regiment
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with a bust of Karl Marx . After having been reminded of the German origin s
of Soviet communism, the officers of the regiment then reminded Muchlenbur g
of the Soviet origins of German communism : they ushered him into the regiment al room of combat glory where they recounted the history of their regiment ,
including its participation in the conquest of Germany . A German office r
accompanying Muchlenburg replied that in 1945 he had been a child in Swedt ,
one of the towns captured by this very regiment .

Krasnaia Zvezda pointed ou t

that Swedt was now one of the terminals for the Friendship Oil Pipeline fro m
12 2
the Soviet Union .
The political activities of the joint exercises focus on demonstratin g
the necessity of a multi-national military alliance and on justifying multi national maneuvers on the soil of individual Pact members . During one of th e
most recent publicized exercises, the "Friendship-79 " exercises of Sovie t
and Czechoslovak troops in Czechoslovakia, Krasnaia Zvezda reported the visi t
of a joint delegation of the fraternal armies to local villages and factories .
Krasnaia Zvezda specifically pointed out the multi-national composition of th e
delegation : it included two Czechs, a Ukrainian, a Georgian, a Dagestani an d
a Tatar . 123

A Krasnaia Zvezda editorial during the Brotherhood in Arm s

exercises explained the central role of Soviet forces in this multi-nationa l
alliance :
"Yes, the soldiers of the fraternal armies speak in differen t
languages, but they think in the same way . In this regard the y
are like brothers in one big family .
"Yes, and they understand and recognize that the older brothe r
in this family is the Soviet soldier who defended his Father land, who brought freedom to the peoples of Europe and who i n
his military victory was always true to the internationa l
proletariat and struggled for the happiness of mankind ." 12 4
There are, however, historical reason s

125

for suggesting that Czechs ,

Ukrainians, Georgians, Dagestanis, Tatars and the other nationalities of the
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Warsaw Pact also have other, less fond memories of big brother . The goal o f
f
the political activities of the joint exercises is to arm the soldiers o
the WTO against such memories and against attacks on the military-politica l
axiom of the necessity for joint defense of the gains of socialism agains t
internal and external enemies .

" In bourgeois military sociology, " warn s

General Epishev ,
"there is often an attempt to portray the principles of th e
international defense of socialism as ' an attack on nationa l
sovereignty ' as 'diktat ' and 'the hegemony of certai n
countries . '" 12 6
According to the Chief of the Main Political Administration of th e
Soviet Armed Forces ,
"It is not difficult to see that the basic direction of the attac k
of bourgeois propaganda on the consciousness of the personnel o f
the armies of the socialist countries sets the goal of emphasizin g
national differences and opposing some socialist states to others .
"All this is done to loosen the unbreakable moral-political unit y
of the socialist countries and their armed forces and to disrup t
the fraternal relations which exist among them ." 127
M .S . Kirichenko, the author of a Soviet study of the Warsaw Pact ,
identifies some of the slanders used to loosen the unbreakable unity of th e
armed forces of the socialist states : 1) the Soviet army exported socialis t
revolutions to Eastern Europe ; 2) the Soviet forces stationed in East Europ e
are occupation troops ; 3) Soviet military specialists interfere in the internal affairs of East European armed forces ; 4) Soviet troops crushed " liberalization" in Hungary in 1956 and in Czechoslovakia in 1968 . 128

Kirichenk o

calls for "a sharp class struggle with the forces which propagandize variou s
theories of 'neutralism ' , 'non-alignment ' , 'an inter-bloc position '
liance on one ' s own forces ."' 12 9

and 're-
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Several Soviet sources testify to the utility of political activitie s
in preparing WTO soldiers for the moral-political strains of occupying a Warsa w
Pact member . Krasnaia Zvezda ' s coverage of the events in Czechoslovakia following the intervention of August 20-21 mentioned friendly meetings of th e
fraternal soldiers with Czechoslovak civilians in factories, farms, and towns .
The Soviet army newspaper often noted the concern of Soviet military personne l
for the welfare of their colleagues in the Czechoslovak army, as demonstrate d
by the Soviet pilot who took it upon himself to fly a seriously-ill Czec h
soldier direct to Prague for medical treatment unavailable in Slovakia . 13 0
On his return from Czechoslovakia in 1968 Lt . Christo Radulov of the Bulgaria n
People ' s Army and his unit stopped in the Odessa Military District to discus s
the intervention with the soldiers of the district . At a political meetin g
he declared ,
"It was difficult for us in the first days . The counterrevolutionaries and their chorus ranted and raved . It was necessary to hav e
iron nerves in order not to sucumb to the provocations .
"But for us the example was always the Soviet soldier, who demonstrate d
obvious control and self-mastery ." 13 1
At the same meeting, another Bulgarian officer, Parashkev Palukov said ,
"The joint entry of our troops into Czechoslovakia stren g thene d
our friendship even more . We lived in one big family . And as i n
every family, we all shared .
"Each of us is bringing back a great many addresses from the USSR ,
Hungary, Poland and the GDR . We are going to write and keep eac h
other informed .
"You know, we are more than friends . We are brothers in spirit ,
brothers in arms . . . . " 13 2
For the Bulgarian soldiers who were not able to participate in th e
invasion of Czechoslovakia, subsequent joint WTO exercises provided opportunitie s
to meet pen pals from the fraternal armies .
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In conclusion : the organization of both the military and politica l
aspects of the WTO exercises are directed at justifying WTO policies whic h
pre-empt the development of East European capabilities for territorial defens e
and at preparing Soviet and East European forces militarily and politically
for intervention in East Europe . Soviet military doctrine serves not as th e
inspiration but the justification for the joint Warsaw Pact exercises . I n
turn, the exercises provide the Soviets with the means to enforce comformit y
to the military-political and military-technical components of Soviet doctrine .
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(chasti) of the Belorussian Military District and the Polish armed force s
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Ovchinnikov, ed ., Krasnoznamennyi Belorusskkii voennyi okrug
Belorussian Military District)

(The Red Banne r
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85
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Table 1
Warsaw Pact Exercises,

1961-197 9

Name/dat e

location

participants

commander

1961 : Oct .-Nov .
Buri a

GDR, P, CS ,
w. USS
R

GDR, P, CS ,
USS R

Grech o
(USSR )

H, R, USS R

Sept .

CS

CS, P, USS R

Oct . 1- 9

P,n . GD R

GDR, P . USS R

Spychalsk i
(P )

Oct . 1 9

R

R, B, USS R

Salajin
(R )

s .GDR

GDR, CS, P ,
USSR

Hoffma n
(GDR )

1963 : Sept . 9-1 4
Quartet

Staffs, troops,
GF, AF, Nav .
Airborne

Staffs,troops

H

1962 : sprin g

forces

source s
IZ : 10/6/6 1
Iak, p . 28 2
p . 15 1
VM (CIA)p . 6 Turbivill e

AF, GF, Nav .

VM :
KZ :
KZ :
Iak .

(CIA)p . '
10/10/ 6
10/ll/6 p . 28 2

KZ Oct .19- 2

40,000 troops Iak p . 15 2
700 tanks
p . 28 2
8300 arm . veh .
KZ-passi m
500 artiller y
300 aircraf t
sim . nuclea r
device s
airborne troop s

: fall
1964 : June

R

R,B, USSR

CS

CS, GDR ,
USSR

: July 7-15

CS

CS, USSR

: Sept . 15-20

B

B,R, USSR

GDR

GDR, USSR

1965 : April 5-11
: Oct . 16-22
October Storm

1966 : July 20-27
: Sept . 20-25
Vltava

GDR

GDR,GS,P,
USSR

Baltic Sea

GDR, P, USSR

CS

CS, H, CDR,
USSR

Salaji n
(R)

VM (CIA)p . '

Turbivill e
Lomsky
(CS)
Dzhuro v
(B)

Koshevoi
(USSR)

Lomsky
(CS)

command staff

KZ 7/17/6 4

Nav . Airborne
GF :?

KZ : 9/22/6 Iak . p .28 3

GF, AF, Airborne

KZ 4/ll/6 5
4/9/6 5

50,000
800
1000
5000
400

Iak . p .28 4
pp .152 15 3
KZ : 10/24 /
: passim

troops
tanks
arm .veh .
mot .veh .
aircraft

Nav ., AF .

Iak . p . 28 -

Staff, troops
20 adm . organs

KZ : Sept .
21, 22,
25,196 _
Iak . p .153 ,
28 5

Name/date

location

participants

commander

1967 : May27 June 5

P, n .GD R

GDR, P . USS R

Spychalsk i
(P )

: June 14-1 9
Maneuve r

H, C S

H, CS, USS R

Iakubovski i
(USSR )

: summe r

P

P, USS R

: Aug . 20-2 7
Rodopy

B, Black Se a

B, USS R
(R? )

: Augus t
Florett

Dzhuro v
(B )

forces

source s

multi-stag e
command-staf f
exercise s
Operationa l
staffs,all types
of force s

Iak, p . 28 5
KZ 6/7/6 7

Irkutsk-Pins k
Div . (Belorus .
Milit . Dist . )
Polish soldier s
GF, AF, Nav .
Airborne

KBMD, p . 50 1

Iak, p . 28 5
KZ 6/21/6 7

NV : p . 289-29 1
Iak, p . 28 5
p . 15 3

GDR

GDR, USSR

Turbivill e

P

P, GDR, USSR

Turbivill e

CS

USSR

(probably
USSR)

GF, Airborne

H, CS, GDR, P,
USS R

Iakubovskii
(USSR )

Iak, p .
Operational,
Tactical staffs ,
communications ,
logistics, other s
30 adm . organ s

N . Atlantic
Norwegian Sea
Barents Se a
Baltic Se a

GDR, P . USSR

Gorshkov
(USSR)

command-staff,
Nav . amphibious

: July-August
Sky Shiel d

WTO states

WTO states

: July 24August 9
Neman

USSR, P, GDR

USSR, P, GDR

w .Ukraine,
P, GDR

USSR, P, GDR

H

H, SU

: Octobe r

Oder
1968 : May 30

: June 20-30

: July 5-19
Sever

: Aug .

Aug .

1-20

17-20

CS, P,GDR,
Shumav USS R

Le Mond e
5/31/6 8

Iak,

15 4

p . 154 ,
p . 28 6

Turbivill e

Anti-air

Turbivill e

Mariakhin
(USSR)

Rear services

KZ : July 24 ,
26, 3 1
Aug . 9-1 0

Shtemenko
(USSR)

Operational
staffs, GF,
communications

Iak . p . 28 6
KZ :8/20/6 8

troop s
communications

Turbiv ill e

AP #58, p . 1 : Aug . 20-21

CS

B, H, GDR, P,
USSR

Pavlovskii
(USSR)

invasion force :
AP X158, p .
GF, AF, Airborne

14

Table 1
Name/date

location

1969 : March 1-7

GDR

participants
GDR, USSR

commander

forces

Iakubovski i
(USSR)

: March 25 April 1

B

B, USS R
R(7 )

Iakubovski i
(USSR )

: March 30 April 4
Spring 6 9

P, GDR, CS ,

P, GDR, CS,USS R

: April 4-1 6
Zenit 6 9

P . H . CS ,
w . USS R

: May 14-19

3

source s

Iak . p . 28 6
K2 : 3/29/6 9
: passim
NV : p . 29 3
Iak . p . 28 7

Choch a
(P )

Operat . staffs
GF . Nav . antiair .
Staffs, GF,
communications

P, H, CS, USS R

Batitski i

Anti- ir . AF

Iak . p .

USSR

USSR, B, H
R (7)

(probabl y
Soviet)

GF

Iak . p . 28 7
KZ : 5/20/6 9
Sov .Moldavi ć
5/20/6 9

: June 2-7

H

H

: July 4-11

P

P., GDR, USSR

Shtemenk o
(USSR)

Staffs, rea r
services

KZ : 7/12/6 9
Iak p . 28 7

: July 23Aug . 2

GDR, P, CS
USSR

P, CS, USSR

Kutakov
(USSR)

AF

Iak . p . 28 7
KZ : 8/3/6 9

: Aug 10-15

w .CS

CS, USSR

Maiorov
(USSR)

commandstaff

Iak . p . 28 7
KZ : 8/16/6 9

: Sept . 21-28

P, Baltic
Sea

P, GDF., CS,
USSR

Jaruzelski
(P)

GF, AF,
Anti-air .
Nav ., sim .
nuc . weapons

GDR, P . CS ,
w . USSR

GDR, P . CS ,
USSR

H

H, USSR

Iakubovski i
(USSR)

Operat . staffs KZ :
of : GF, Anti-air .
AF . Nay . (? :? )

WTO states

WTO states

Batitskii
(USSR)

Anti-air .

CS

CS, USSR

Val o
(CS)

Oder-Neisse

: Oct . 10-16

1970 : July 1-9

: July 13-17
Zenit 70
Aug .

17-19

USSR

Iak . p . 28 7
KZ 4/6/6 9
287 ,
15 8

KZ 6/8/6 9
Iak . p . 28 7

KZ : passim
: 9/27/6 9
: 9/28/6 9
Iak . : p . 15 5
largest WT O
exercise t o
dat e

Iak . p . 28 8
Staffs of GF
of GDR, P, CS ; KZ : 10/17/6 9
Staff of AF o f
USS R

GF

7/10/7 0

Iak . p . 158 ,
p . 28 9
KZ : 8/19/7 0
AGSh . : p . 243

Table 1

Name/date

location

participant s

1970 : Oct . 12-18
Brotherhoo d
in Arms

GD R

B, H, GDR, P .
CS, USSR, R(? )

commander
Hoffma n
(GDR)

1971 : June 24July 2

GDR, C S

staff of WTO ;
GDR, CS, USS R

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Staff of WT O
Operat . staffs
of : GF, AF ,
Anti-air .

CS, P . USS R

Dzur
(CS)

AF, Anti-ai r
GF( ?)

: July 5-12

: July 12-21
Visla-Elb e
71
:

Opal-71

CS, P

1972 : Feb .
: Feb .28 March 4

source s

GF, AF
KZ : passim
Iak . p . 155 ,
Nav, of GDR,
P, USSR
p . 25 9
GDR local def .
units ; GDR work ers militi a
KZ : 10/8/70 :
largest WTO
exercise to dat e

Iak
p.29.

KZ:7/3/71

KZ:7/14/7Iak.2p90

GDR, P

Staff of WTO ;
GDR, P, USS R

Shtemenko
(USSR)

Staff of WTO ;
Iak .p . 2
Staffs, rear orgs KZ :7/22/ ;
of GDR, P, USS R

H, C S

H, CS, USS R

Iak.p.290
Czinege
(H)

GF

GDR, P, USS R

Iak.,p.29
Hoffman
(GDR)

Staffs, forma tions KZ:9/21/7

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Staff of WTO ;
Staffs
of GF ,
KZ:3/5/72
AF . Nav .
Anti-ai r

Iak . p . 2

command staffs

Iak .p .29 1
KZ :3/29/ 7

: Sept . 14-19 GDR .

: Oct .

forces

4

CS

CS, USS R

R

R .B, USS R

P

Staff of WTO ;
P, GDR, USS R

: March 21-28 B

B, USSR R(? )

: April 18-23

Black Sea

Staff of WTO ;
B, USSR R(? )

: Sept . 4-16
Shield 72

CS

Staff of WTO ;
CS, H, GDR, P ,
USSR

Dzhuro v
(B)

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Dzur
(CS)

:
KZ : 8/7/ 7

-

Staff of WTO ;
Iak . p . 2
Nay . staffs, BKPNA
.,
fleets
p . 36 3
GF, AF, Anti- KZ:passim
.
air, Staff of Iak.p.156
.
WTO, Iak .p .156 :
p .29 :
approx . sam e
size as Oder Neisse, Brother hood in Arm s

5

Table 1

Name/date

location

participants

1973 : sometime

CS, H

CS, H, USSR

: sometime

WTO states WTO states

: Feb . 12-21

R

Staff of WTO ;
R,B, USSR

: June 26 July 5

GDR, P

GDR, P, USSR

: summer

Carpathian USSR,B, H
Milit . Dist .
US SR

commander

Batitski i
(USSR)
Iakubovski i
(USSR)

forces

source s

Operat .
staff s
Anti-air

Iak . p . 15 8
Iak ., p . 15 8

map exerIak . p . 29 2
cises :Staff KZ : 2/22/7 3
of WTO ;
Operat . staff s
of : GF, AF ,
Nav . Anti-ai r

Iakubovski i
(USSR )

Operat . staffs Iak . p . 15 8
p .29 2
of rear services

Abashi n
(USSR)

Sov .-Bulgarian Friendshi p
Mech . Infantry Regimen t
(Lt . Col . L .E . Generalov )
Hungarian
KPVO:p.18 regimen t
(Col . Mikhai Gerov )
Bulgarian regimen t
(Col . Delcho Delchev )

:

Sept 19-24
Vertes

H

H, USSR

WTO states

WTO states

R

R, USSR

: May 14-24

H,CS

H, CS,
USSR

: June 4-14

B, R(?)

B, USSR
R(?)
P, USSR

1974 : sometime

: Feb .

17-22

June 17-24
Summer 74

: Sept . 4-13
1976 :

Sept . 9-15
Shield 76

w .P

"units" (?)

Iak .p .29 2
KZ
9/25/7
:
Turbivill e

Anti-air .

Iak . p .

map exercises :
Operat . staffs ,
R, USSR
Operat . staffs,
troops

Iak . p .29 3
KZ : 2/23/7 -

Iakubovskii
(USSR

Staff exercises,
rear services

Iak
.
p.158

Jaruzelski
(P)

Staffs,

Iak . p .29 3
Trybuna L u

Batitski i
(USSR)

troops

15

Iak . p . 1 5
p. 29
KZ 5/24/7 4

p .29 3

12 5/74

Baltic
Sea

GDR, P .
USSR

Iakubovskii

Staffs,

P

P, GDR, CS,
USSR

Jaruzelski
(P)

35,000 troops

fleets

Iak . p .29 3
KZ : 9/14/7 US .State .
Dept . Repo :
KZ : 9/16/7 .
. pasim

6

Table 1

Name/date

location

participants

H

H, USS R

1976 : Oct . 18

1977 : July?
1979 : Feb . 2-7
Friendshi p
79
: May 12-19
Shield 79

commande r

S . Baltic
Sea
CS

GDR, P,
USSR
CS, USS R

Kulikov
(USSR )

H

H,B, CS,
USSR

Czinege
(H)

forces

source s

18,000 troops

U .S . State Dep t
Repor t

Staffs, fleets

KZ : 7/8/7 7

26,000

troops

less than 25,000
troops

U .S . State Dep t
Repor t
KZ : 2/8/7 9
U .S . State Dep t
Repor t
KZ : 5/20/7 9

Code : B=Bulgaria ; GDR=German Democratic Republic ; H=Hungary ; P=Poland ; CS=Czechoslovaki a
R=Romania .
GF=ground forces ; AF=air forces ; Nav .=navies ; Anti-air=anti-aircraft troops ;
Airborne=airborne troops .
Iak .=Iakubovskii, Boevoe sodruzhestvo ; KZ=Krasnaia Zvezda : VM (CIA)=CIAFBISPD
0049/69 "Selected Translations from Voennaia Mysl ' April 25, 1969 ; " Turbiville=Graha m
H . Turbiville, Jr ., "Soviet Bloc Maneuvers, " Military Review, August, 1978 ; KBMD =
Krasnoznamennvi Belorusskii voennyi okrug (Minsk : Belarus, 1973) ; NV Naveki vmest e
(Moscow : Voenizdat, 1969) ; AP # 58=Adelphi Paper ;; #58; AGSh=Akademiia generalnogo shtab a
(Moscow : Voenizdat, 1976) ; BKPNA=B " lgarskata kommunisticheska partiia i narodnat a
armiia (Sofia : Voennoizdatelstvo, 1976) ; KPVO=Kresnoznamennyi pricarpatskii ( L ' vov :
Kameniar, 1976) ; U .S . State Dept Report=U.S. State Department, Implementation of th e
Helsinki Accord (semi-annual reports beginning December, 1976 )

Note : If more than one source is listed, this means that each source listed must b e
consulted to obtain the information listed for that exercise .

TABLE NO .2
Participation of GDR Armed Forces in WTO Ground Forces/Combined Arms Exercises,

1961-7 9

Exercises in the GD R
date/name
1963 : Sept .
Quartet

location

participants

commander

s . GDR

GDR, CS, P,
USSR

Hoffman
(GDR)

9-14

1965 : April 5-11

GD R

GDR, USSR

1965 : Oct . 12-22
October Stor m

GD R

GDR, CS, P,
USSR

1967 : August
Floret t

GDR

GDR, USS R

1969 : March 1-7

GDR

GDR, USSR

1970 : Oct .12-1 8
Brotherhood in Arms

GDR

1971 : Sept .14-19

GDR

GDR, B, H, P,
CS, R(?)

GDR,P, USSR

force s
40,000 troop s
7,00 tank s
arm.vehicl
8,30 0
500 artiller y
300 aircraf t
Airbne . troops
sim . nuc . device s
GF, AF, Airbne .

Koshevoi
(USSR)

50,000 troop s
800 tank s
1,000 arm .vehic l
5,00 0
m
400 aircraf t

Iakubovski i
(USSR )

USSR

Hoffman
(GDR)

Hoffman
(GDR )

GF, A F
Nav . of GDR,P,USS R
GDR loca l
d
GDR worker s militia

Staffs, formation ,

Exercises outside the GD R
date/name

location

1964 : June

CS

1966 : Sept .20-25 CS
Vltava

participants

commander

force s

Lomsky
(CS)

Staffs, troop s
20 adm . organ s

GDR, CS, USS R
GDR, CS, H,
USSR

-2 Table No . 2
Exercises outside the GDR (continued )
date/name

locatio n

participant s

commande r

force s

1967 : October

P

GDR, P, USS R

1968 : Aug . 20-21

CS

GDR, P, H, B ,
USS R

Pavlovski i
(USSR )

invasion force :
GF, AF, Airbne .

, 1969 : July 4-11

P

GDR, P, USS R

Shtemenk o
(USSR )

Staffs, rea r
organ s

Jaruzelsk i
(P )

GF, AT, Nav .
Anti-air .
sim .nuc .device s

WTO Staff ;
Staffs of GF,A F
Nav .Anti-ai r

1969 : Sept . 21-28
Oder-Neisse

P,
Baltic Se a

GDR, P, CS ,
USS R

1972 : Feb .28March 4

P

WTO Staff ;
GDR, P, USS R

Iakubovski i
(USSR )

WTO Staff ;
GDR, CS, H, P ,
USS R

Dzu r
(CS )

1972 : Sept . 4-16

CS

1976 : Sept . 9-15
Shield 7 6

P

GDR, P, CS ,
USS R

Jaruzelsk i
(P)

WTO Staff ;
GF, AT, Anti-air .

35,000 troop s

Exercises jointly on GDR and other WTO territor y
date/name
1961 : late Oct .early Nov .
Buria

locatio n
GDR,P, CS ,
w . USS R

participant s
GDR, P, CS ,
USS R

commande r
Grechk o
(USSR )

force s
Staffs, troop s
GF, AT, Nav .
Airbne .

1962 : Oct . 1-9

n .GDR, P

GDR, P, USS R

Spychalsk i
(P )

GF, AT, Nav .

1967 : May 27June 5

n .GDR, P,

GDR, P, USS R

Spychalsk i
(P )

command -staf f

GDR, CS, P ,
H, USSR

Iakubovski i
(USSR )

1968 : June 20-30
Shumava

GDR, CS, P,
USSR

Operat .& tactica l
staff s
communication s
30 adm .organs

Table No . 2
Exercises jointly on GDR and other WTO territory (continued)
location

date/na me

participants

commander

force s

GDR, P,
USSR

GDR, P,
USSR

Mariakhin
(USSR )

rear service s

GDR, P .
w . Ukraine

GDR, P,
USSR

Shtemenko
(USSR)

Staffs ,
communication s

1969 : March 30April 4
Spring 6 9

GDR, P,
CS

GDR,P, CS,
USSR

Chocha
(P)

Staffs, G F
communication s

1969 : Oct .10-16

GDR, P, CS,
w . USSR

GDR, P, CS,
USSR

1968 : July 24
August 9
Nema n
1968 :

Aug .11-20

1971 : June 24July 2

GDR, CS

WTO Staff ;
GDR, CS,
USSR

1971 : July 12-21
Visla-Elbe 71

GDR, P

1973 : June 26-GDR, P GDR, P
July 5

Source : Table No . 1
Code :
Table No . 1

Staffs of GF o f
GDR, P, CS ;
Staff of AF,US S

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

WTO Staff ;
Operat .staffs c
GF, AF Anti-ai r

WTO Staff ;
GDR, P, USSR

Shtemenko
(USSR)

WTO Staff ;
Staffs, rea r
orgs ., of GDR,
P, USS R

GDR, P ,
USS R

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Operat . staff s
of rear organ s

Table 3
Participation of Polish Armed Forces in WTO Ground Forces/Combined Arms Exercises, 1961-7 9
Exercises in Polan d
location

date name

participants

1967 : summe r

P

P, USS R

1967 : Octobe r
Ode r

P

P, GDR, USS R

1969 : Jul y4-1

P

P, GDR, USS R

1969 : Sept . 21-28
Oder-Neisse

commander

force s
Polish troop s
Irkutsk-Pinsk Divisio n
(Belorus . Milit . Dist . )

Shtemenk o

Staffs, rear organ s

(USSR )

P
Baltic Sea

1972 : Feb . 28-March 4

P

1974 : June 17-2 4
Summer 74
1976 : Sept . 9-1 5
Shield 76

P

P, GDR, CS ,
USSR

Jaruzelsk i
(P)

GF, AF, Nav . ,
Anti-air ., sim .
nuclear device s

WTO Staff ;
P, GDR, USSR

Iakubovski i

WTO Staff ;
Staffs of GF,AF ,
Nav ., Anti-air .

P, USSR

Jaruzelsk i
(F)

P, GDR, CS ,

Jaruzelsk i
( P)

35,000 troop s

USSR

(USSR)

Staffs, troop s

Exercises outside Polan d
1962 : Sept .

CS

P, CS, USS R

s .GD R

P, GDR, CS ,
USSR

Hoffma n
(GDR )

40,000 troop s
700 tank s
8,300 arm . vehicle s
500 artiller y
300 aircraf t
Airborn e
sim . nuc . device s

1965 : Oct . 16-22
October Storm

GD R

P, GDR, CS ,
USSR

Koshevoi
(USSR)

50,000
800
1,000
5,000
400

1968 : Aug . 20-21

CS

P, GDR, H ,
B, USSR

Pavlovski i
(USSR)

invasion force :
GF, AF, Airborn e

1963 : Sept . 9-1 4
Quartet

troop s
tank s
arm . vehicle s
mot . vehicle s
aircraf t

Table 3
Exercises outside Poland (continued)
location

date/name

participants

commander

force s

1970 : Oct . 12-1 8
Brotherhood in Arms

GDR

P, GDR, CS, H,
B, R (?), USSR

Hoffman
(GDR)

GF, AF ; Nav, o f
GDR, P, USS R
GDR local def, unit ,
GDR worker s ' militia:

1971 : Sep t . 14-19

GDR

P, GDR, USSR

Hoffman
(GDR )
Dzur
(CS)

Staffs
,
formations
WTO Staff ;
GF, AF, Anti-air .

WTO Staff ;
P, CS, GDR,
H, USS R
Exericses jointly on Polish and other WTO territor y
1972 : Sept . 4-16
Shield 72

CS

1961 :Oct .-Nov .
Buria

P, GDR, CS,
w . USSR

P, GDR, CS, USSR

Grechko
(USSR)

Staffs, troops, GF ,
AF, Nav ., Airborne

1962 : Oct .

P, n.GDR.

P, GDR, USSR

Spychalski
(P )

AF, GF, Nay .

1967 : May 27-June 5

P, n .GDR

P, GDR, USSR

Spychalski
(P )

command staf f

1968 : June 20-30
Shumava

P, CS, GDR,
USSR

P, CS, GDR,
H, USSR

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Operat ., tactica l
staffs ; communication
30 adm . organ s

1968 : July 24-Aug .9
Neman

P, GDR, USSR

P, GDR, USSR

Mariakhin
(USSR )

Rear service s

1968 : Aug . 11-20

P, GDR
w . Ukraine

P, GDR, USSR

Shtemenko
(USSR)

Operat . . staffs ,
communication s

1969 : March 30-P, GDR, CS
April 4
Spring 6 9

P, GDR, CS, USSR

Chocha
(P)

Staffs, G F
communication s

1969 : Oct .

P, GDR, CS,
w .USSR

P, GDR, CS, USSR

P, CS

P, CS,
USSR

Dzu r
(CS)

1-9

10-16

1971 : July 5-12

Staffs of GF o f
GDR, P, CS ;
Staff of AF, USS R

AF, Anti-air ; GF : ?

1971 : July 12-21
Visla-Elbe 71

P, GDR

WTO Staff ; P, GDR,
USSR

Shtemenko
(USSR)

WTO Staff ;
Staffs, rear orgs . o f
P, GDR, USS R

1973 : June 26-July 5

P, GDR

P, GDR, USSR

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Operat . staffs o f
rear services

Source : Table No .
Code :
Table No .

1
1

Table 4
Participation of Hungarian Armed Forces in Ground Forces/Combined Arms Exercises, 1961-7 9
Exercises in Hungary
location

date/name

participants

commander

force s

H

H, R, USSR

Staffs, troop s

1968 : Aug . 17-20

H

H, USSR

communication s

1969 : June 2-7

H

H, USSR

Staffs,

1970 : July 1-9

H

H, USSR

1973 : Sept . 19-24
Verte s

H

H, USS R

1976 : Oct .

H

H, USSR

H

H, B, CS, USSR

Czinege
(H )

less than 25,000 troops-

1962 :

spring

18

1979 : May 12-19
Shield 79

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

troop s

Operat . staffs o f
GF, AF, Anti-air . ,
Nav
.
(?!?)

18,000 troop s

Exercises outside Hungar y
1966 : Sept . 20-25
Vltava

CS

H, CS, GDR, USSR

Lomsky
(CS)

Staffs, troops '
20 adm . organ s

1968 : June 20-30
Shumava

CS, GDR, P,
USSR

H, CS, GDR,
P, USSR

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Operat, tactica l
staffs
,
communications
30 adm. organ s

1968 : Aug .

CS

H, B, GDR, P,
USSR

Pavlovskii
(USSR)

invasion force :
GF, AF, Airborn e

1969 : May 14-19

USSR

H, B, R (?),
USS R

(probably Soviet)

1970 : Oct . 12-18
Brotherhood in Arms

GDR

H, B, CS, GDR,
P, USSR, R (?)

Hoffman
(GDR)

1972 : Sept . 4-16
Shield 72

CS

WTO Staff ; H, CS,
GDR, P, USSR

1973 :

20-21

summer

Carpathian
Milit . Dist .
(USSR)

H, B, USSR

Dzur
(CS)
Abashin
(USSR)

GF
GF, AF ; Nav, of GDR ,
P, USS R
GDR local def . unit s
GDR workers' militi a
WTO Staff ; GF, AF ,
Anti-air .
1 USSR regiment, G F
1 H regiment, G F
1 B regiment, GF

Exercises jointly on Hungarian and other WTO territor y
1967 : June 14-19
Maneuver

H, C S

H, CS, USS R

Iakubovski i
(USSR)

Operat . staffs ,
all types of force s

1971 : August 2-5
71

H, CS

H, CS, USSR

Czineg e
(H )

GF

Table 4
Participation of Hungarian Armed Forces in Ground Forces/Combined Arms Exercises, 1961-7 9
Exercises jointly on Hungarian and other WTO territory
date/name

location

1973 : sometime

H, CS

H, CS, USSR

Operat . staff s

1974 : May 14-24

H, C S

H, CS, USSR

Operat . staffs ,
troops

Source : Table No . 1
Code :
Table No . 1

participants

(continued )
commander

forces

Table 5
Participation of Czechoslovak Armed Forces in WTO Ground Forces/Combined Arms Exercises, 1961-7 9
Exercises in Czechoslovaki a
date/nam e

location

participants

1962 : Sept .

CS

CS, P, USS R

1964 : June

CS

CS, GDR, USS R

1964 : July 7-15

CS

CS, USSR

1966 : July 20-27
Vltava

CS

CS, H, GDR, USSR

1969 : Aug . 10-15

w .CS

CS, USSR

1970 : Aug . 17-1 9

CS

CS, USS R

1971 : October

CS

CS, USSR

1972 : Sept . 4-16
Shield 72

CS

WTO Staff ; CS, H,
GDR, P, USSR

1979 : Feb . 2- 7
Friendship 79

CS

CS, USSR

corruander

Lomsk y
(CS)
Lomsky
(CS)
Maioro v
(USSR)

force s

command staf f

Staffs, troop s
20 adm . organ s
command staf f

Val o
(CS)

GF

Dzur
(CS)

WTO Staff ; GF ,
AF, Anti-air .
26,000 troop s

Exercises outside Czechoslovakia
1963 : Sept . 9-1 .+
Quartet

s . GDR

CS, GDR, P, USSR

Hoffma n
(GDR)

40,000 troop s
700 tank s
8,300 a rm .vehicl
500 artiller y
300 aircraf t
Airborn e
sim .nuclea r
device s

1965 : Oct . 16-2 2
October Storm

GD R

CS, GDR, P, USSR

Koshevo i
(USSR)

50,000
800
1,000
5,000
400

1969 : Sept . 21-28
Oder-Neisse

P, Balti c
Se a

OS, P, GDR,
USSR

Jaruzelski
(P)

GF, AF, Nay . ,
Anti-air .
sim . nuclear dev .

1970 : Oct . 12-18
Brotherhood in Arms

GD R

CS, GDR, P, B, H,
R (?), USSR

Hoffman
(GDR)

GF, AF ;
Nav, of GDR, P ,
USS R
GDR local def .
unit s
:GDR worker s ' mil .

troop s
tank s
arm . veh .
mot . veh .
aircraf t

Table 5

Exercises outside Czechoslovaki a
force s

commande r

date/nam e

participant s

1976 : Sept . 9-1 5
Shield 7 6

CS, P, GDR, USS R

Jaruzeisk i
(P)

CS, H, B, USSR

Czineg e
(H)

less than 25,00 0

Grechk o
(USSR )

Staffs, troop sof
GS, AF, Nov . ,
Airborn e

1979 : May 12-1 9
Shield 79

35,000 troop s

Exercises jointly on Czechoslovak and other WTO territor y
1961 : Oct .-Nov .
Buria

CS, GDR, P ,
v . USS R

CS, GDR, P, USS R

1967 : June 14-19
Maneuve r

CS, H

CS, H, USS R

Iakubovski i
(USSR )

Operat . staffs ,
all types o f
force s

1968 : June 20-30
Shumava

CS, GDR, P ,
USS R

CS, H, GDR, P ,
USS R

Iakubovski i
(USSR )

Operat . & tactic :
staffs ,comuni
tion s
30 adm . organ s

1969 : March 30-Apr . 4 CS, GDR, P
Spring 69

CS, GDR,P, USSR

Choch a
(P)

Staffs, GF ,
communication s

1969 : Oct . 10-16

CS, GDR, P ,
; .USS R

CS, GDR, P, USS R

Staffs of GF o f
CS,GDR, P ;
Staff of AF, USS R

1971 : June 24-July 2

CS, GDR

WTO Staff ; CS, GDR, Iakubovski i
(USSR)
USSR

WTO Staff ;
Operat . staffs o f
GF,AF, Anti-air .

1971 : July 5-12

CS, P

CS, P, USS R

AF, Anti-air .
CF : ?

1971 : Aug . 2-5
Opal 7 1

CS, H

CS, H, USS R

1973 : sometime

CS, H

CS, H, USS R

Operational staff s

1974 : May 14-24

CS, H

CS, H, USSR

Operational staffs ,
troops

Source : Table No . 1
Code :
Table No . 1

Dzu r
(CS )
Czineg e
(H )

GF

Table No . 6
Participation of Bulgarian Armed Forces in WTO Ground Forces/Combined Arms Exercises, 1961-7 9
Exercise s in Bulgaria
locatio n

date/name
1964 : Sept .15-20

1967 : Aug . 20-27
Rodopy

B

B,
Black Se a

participant s

commande r

B, R, USS R

Dzhuro v
(B )

Nav ., Airborne ,
GF : ?

Dzhuro v
(B )

GF, AF, Nav .
Airborn e

B, USSR ,
R,(? )

196 9
?arch 25April 1

B

B, USSR ,
R (? )

1972 : March 21-28

B

B, USSR )
R (?)

force s

Iakubovski i
(USSR )

Operat . staffs o f
GF, Nav ., Anti-air .

Dzhuro v
(B)

command staff s

Exercises outside Bulgari a
1962 : Oct .

19

R

B, R, USSR

Salaji n
(R )

1963 : fall

R

B, R, USSR

Salaji n
(R )

1968 : Aug .20-21

CS

B, B, GDR,
P, USSR

Pavlovskii
(USSR)

1969 :May 14-19

USSR

1970 :Oct .12-18
Brotherhood in
Arms

GDR

.B, H, USSR,
R (? )
B, H, GDR, P,
CS, USSR, R (?)

1972 : Feb .

R

B, R, USS R

1973 : Feb . 12-21

R

WTO Staff ;
B,R, USSR

1973 : summer

Carpathian Milit .
District, USSR

B, H, USSR

invasion force :
GF, AF, Airborn e

(probably Soviet)

Hoffman
(GDR)

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Abashin
(USSR)

GF

GF, AF ,
Nay . of GDR, P, US E
GDR local def .unit s
GDR worker s ' militia,

map exercises : WTO,Sta.
operat . staffs of G7 ,
AF, Nav . Abti-air .
Bulgarian regimen t
(Col . Delcho Delchev )
Sov .-Bulgarian Friend ship Mech . Infantr y
Regimen t
:
Hungarian regimen t
(Col . Mikhai Gerov )

1979 : May 12-19

H

B, H, CS ,
USSR

Czineg e
(H)

less than 25,00 0

location

participants

cont .

commander

force s

Exercises jointly on Bulgarian and other WTO territor y
1974 : June 4-14

B, R (?)

B, USSR, R (?) Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Staff exerci s
rear organ s

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Sources : Table No . 1
Code : Table No . 1

Tabl
No. 7 e

WTO Exercise s of Anti-aircraft Troops, Air Forces, Navies, and Rear Services,
Anti-aircraft exercises
te/name
locatio n
WTO
states
July
:
1966
t
Augus
Sky Shiel d

participants
WTO states

commander

1961-7 9

force s
Anti-air .

1969 : April 4-16
Zenit 69

H, CS, P,
w .USS R

H, CS, P,
USS R

Batitskii
(USSR )

Anti-air ., A F

1970 : July 13-1 7
Zenit 7 0

WTO states

WTO states

Batitskii
(USSR )

Anti-air .

1973 :
sometim e

WTO states

WTO states

Batitskii
(USSR )

Anti-air .

1974 :
sometime

WTO states

WTO states

Batitskii
(USSR )

Anti-air .

1969 : July 23Aug . 2

GDR, P, CS ,
USSR

P, CS, USSR

Kutako v
(USSR)

AF

1971 : July 5-12

CS, P

Air Force exercise s

CS, P, USSR

Dzur
(CS)

AF, Anti-air .
GF : ?

Naval exercise s
1966 : July 20-27

1968 :
Sever

July 5-19

1972 : April 18-23

Baltic Sea

GDR, P, USSR

Nav ., A F

N . Atlantic
Norwegian Sea
Barents Se a
Baltic Se a

GDR, P, USSR

Gorshkov
(USSR)

command staff ,
Nay ., amp hibiou s

Black Sea

WTO Staff ;
B, USSR,R (?)

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

WTO Staff ;
Nav . staffs,flee t

]974 :

Sept . 4-13

Baltic Sea

GDR, P, USSR

Iakubovskii
(USSR )

Nav .staffs,flee t

1977 :

July ?

s.

Baltic Sea

GDR, P, USSR

Kulikov
(USSR)

Nav . staffs, fleet s

Table No . 7

Rear service s
date/name
1968 : July 24August 9
Nema n

• 1969 :

July 4-11

1971 : July 12-21
Visla-Elbe 71

location
USSR,

P,

participants
GDR

USSR,

P,

GDR

commander
Mariakhin

force s
Rear servi c

(USSR )

P

P, GDR

USSR, P, GDR

Shtemenko
(USSR)

Staffs ,
service s

WTO Staff ;
USSR, P, GDR

Shtemenko

WTO Staff ;

rea

, Stafs,re

(USSR)

service s

1973 : June 26July 5

P, GDR

1974 :

B, R (?)

June 4-14

USSR, P,

USSR,

GDR

B, R (?)

Iakubovskii Operat . staff s
(USSR)
rear service s

Iakubovskii
(USSR)

Staffs, rea r
services

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -

Source : Table No . 1
Code : Table No . 1

Table 8
East European Commanders of WTO Exercises
commande r

date/name

location

Spychalsk i
(P )

1962 : Oct .

1- 9

P , n .GD R

Salaji n
(R )

1962 : Oct .

19

R

Hoffma n
(GDR)

1963 : Sept . 9-1 4
Quartet

Salajin
(R)

1963 :

Lomsky
(CS)

P, GDR, USS R

force s
AF, GF, Nav .

R, B USS R

GDR, CS, P ,
USSR

40,000 troop s
Airborn e
700 tank s
8300
veh arm .
500 artiller:
30 0 aircraft
sim .nuc .device :

R

R, B, USS R

1964 : July 7-15

CS

CS, USSR

command staf f

Dzhurov
(B)

1964 : Sept . 15-20

B

B, R, USSR

Nav ., Airborn e
GF ?

Lomsky
(CS)

1966 : Sept . 20-25
Vltava

CS

CS, H, GDR
USSR

Staffs, troop s
20 adm . organ s

Spychalsk i
(P)

1967 : May 27-June 5

P, n .GDR

P, GDR, USSR

command staf f

Dzhurov
(B)

1967 : Aug . 20-27
Rodopy

B, Black Sea

B, R(?) USSR

GF, AF, Nav .
Airborn e

P, GDR, CS

P, GDR, CS,
USSR

Staffs, GF ,
communicatio n
troop s

Chocha
(P)

fall

s .GD R

participants

1969 : March 30-April 4
S pring 69

Jaruzelski
(P)

1969 : Sept . 21-28
Oder-Neisse

P, Baltic Sea

P, GDR, CS,USSR

GF, AF, Nav . ,
Anti-air .
sim .nuc . devi c

Val o
(CS)

1970 : Aug .

CS

CS, USSR

GF

Hoffman
(GDR)

1970 : Oct . 12-18
Brotherhood in Arms

GDR

GDR, B, H, P,
CS, R(?), USSR

GF, AF ,
Nav . of GDR, F
USS R
CDR local def .
units ; GD R
workers milit i

17-19

Table 8

2

commander

date/name

location

participants

Dzur

1971 : July 5-12

CS, P

CS, P, USSR

AF, Anti-ai r
GF(? )

1971 : August .2- 5
Opal 71

H, CS

H, CS, USSR

GF

Hoffman
(GDR)

1971 :

GDR

GDR, P, USSR

Staffs, forma tion s

Dzhuro v

1972 : March 21-28

B

B, R(?) USSR

command staff s

1972 : Sept . 4-16
Shield 72

CS

Staff of WTO
GF, AF, Anti-a t

1974 : Ju e 17-2 4
Summer 7

w .P

Staff of WTO ;
CS, H, GDR, P ,
USSR
P, USSR

force s

(CS)
Cz inege

(H)

Sept .

14-19

(B)
Dzur
(CS)
Jaruzelski

(P)

Sept ..pt 9-1 5

Jaruzelsk i

P

P, GDR, CS ,
USSR

H

H, B, CS,
USSR

Shield
1976 :

(P)

1979 : May 12-19
Shield 79

CZ inege

(H)

Source : Table No .

1

Code :

1

Table No .

Staffs, troop s
35,000 troop s
less than 25,00 0
troop s

Identification of East European officers at time of command of exercises :
Spychalski, M . Minister of Defense, Polan d
Salajin, L ., Minister of Defense, Romani a
Hoffman, H ., Minister of Defense, GD R
Lomsky, B ., Minister of Defense, Czechoslovaki a
Dzhurov, D ., Minister of Defense, Bulgaria
Chocha , B ., Chief of Staff, Dep
Defense Minister, Polan d
Valo, V ., Commander, Western Military District, Czechoslovaki a
Czinege, L., Minister of Defense,
y Hungar
Jaruzelski,W , Minister of Defense, Polan d

Table 9
Soviet Commanders of WTO Exercise s
commande r

date/nam e

locatio n

participants

Grechk o

1961 : late Oct early Nov . Buri a

GDR, P, CS ,
w . USS R

GDR, P, CS,
USSR

Staffs, troops, GF ,
AF, Nav ., Airborn e

Koshevoi

1965 : Oct . 16-2 2
October Storm

GDR

GDR, CS, P,
USSR

50,000
800
1,000
5,000
400

Iakubovskii

1967 : June 14-1 9
Maneuver

H, CS

H, CS, USSR

Operat . staff s
all types of force s

Iakubovskii

1968 : June 20-3 0
Shumava

CS, P, GDR,
USSR

CS, H, GDP, P,
USSR

Operat . & tactica l
staffs, communicatio n
troops, 30 adm . organ : .

Gorshkov

1968 : July 5-1 9
Sever

N . Atlanti c
Norwegian Se a
Barents Se a
Baltic Sea

GDR, P, USSR

command staff Nev .
amphibiou s

Mariakhin

1968 : July 24 Aug . 9

GDR, P, USSR

GDR, P, USSR

Rear service s

Shtemenko

1968 : August 11 20

w . Ukraine,
GDR, P

GDR, P, USSR

Operational staffs ,
GF, communication s
troop s

Pavlovskii

1968 : August 20-21

CS

B, H, GDR ,
P, USSR

invasion force :
GF, AF, Airborn e

Iakubovskii

1969 : March 1-7

GDR

GDR, USS R

Iakubovskii

1969 : March 25 April 1

E

B, R(?), USSR .

Operat . staff s
GF, Nav ., Anti-air .

Batitskii

1969 : April 4-1 6
Zenit 69

P, H, CS ,
w .USSR

P, H, CS, USSR

Anti-air ., A F

1969 : July 4-11

P

P, GDR, USSR

Staffs, rear orgs .

Kutakov

1969 : July 23 August 2

GDR, P, CS ,
USSR

P, CS, USSR

AF

Maiorov

1969 : August 10-15

CS

CS, USSR

command staf f

Iakubovskii

1970 : July 1-9

H

H, USSR

Operational staffs o f
GF, AF, Anti-air . ,
Nav . (?!?)

, Shtemenko

force s

troop s
tank s
arm . veh .
mot . vehicle s
aircraf t

2

Table 9

'

participants

force s

WTO states

WTO states

Anti-air .

1971 : June 24July 2

GDR, CS

Staff of WTO ;
GDR, CS, USSR

Staff of WTO ;
Operat . staffs o f
GF, AF, Anti-air .

Shtemenko

1971 : July 12-21
Visla-Elbe 71

GDR, P

Staff of WTO ;
GDR, P, USSR

Staff of WTO ;
Staffs, rear orgs .
of GDR, P, USS R

Iakubovskii

1972 : Feb . 28March 4

P

Staff of WTO ;
P, GDR, USSR

Staff of WTO ;
Staffs of GF,A F
Nav ., anti-air .

Iakubovskii

1972 : April 18-23

Black Sea

Staff of WTO :
B, R (?), USSR

Staff of WTO ;
Nav, staff s
Nav . fleet s

Batitskii

1973 : sometime

WTO states

WTO states

Anti-ai r

Iakubovskii

1973 : Feb . 12-21

R

Staff of WTO ;
R,B, USSR

map exercises :
Staff of WTO ;
Operat . staffs o f
GF, AF, Nav ., Antiai r

Iakubovskii

1973 : June 26July 5

GDR, P

GDR, P, USSR

Operat . staffs o f
rear service s

Abashin

1973 : summer

Carpathian
Milit . Dist .
USSR

B, H, USSR

Batitskii

1974 : sometime

WTO states

WTO states

Anti-ai r

Iakubovskii

1974 : June 4-14

B, R(?)

B, R(?), USSR

Staffs,

Iakubovskii

1974 : Sept . 4-13

Baltic Sea

GDR, P, USSR

Nav . staffs, Nav . fleet ,

Kulikov

1977 : July?

S . Baltic Sea GDR, P, USSR

Nay . staffs, Nay . fleet s

commander

date/name

Batitskii

1970 : July 13-17

Iakubovskii

Source : Table 1
Code: Table 1

location

1 Soviet regiment, G F
1 Hungarian regiment, G F
1 Bulgarian regiment ,GP

rear service s

